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Preface

Beginning in 1985 the Grant Wood Area Education Agency
(GWAEA), a regional education agency providing services and
leadership for schools in seven counties in Iowa, has focused on
developing, field testing, and implementing transition planning
practices in parmership with the local schools. The goal has been
to improve post-school outcomes and quality of life for students
who received special education services while in school.

This guide is an attempt to describe an outcome oriented transi-
tion model and planning process that educators, families and
community service providers have found feasible to
implement, results in relevant educational interventions for
individual students, and reflects promising practices in thi: field
of education. The intent is to provide a "picture" of what
promising practices may entail and the step3 that will allow
educators to paint this or a similar picture in their schools. We
have learned over the past seven years that the picture keeps
changing as we experiment, learn, adapt, and expand; and we are
continuing to focus on implementing and refining the model
presented in this guide.

This guide is organized into five chapters. Chapter One presents
the goals of transition planning, the Area 10 Transition Model,
and assumptions for model implementation. Chapter Two de-
scribes the Area 10 Transition Planning Process and discusses
considerations for implementing the process at each model level.
Chapter Three offers suggestions on ways to assess student
preferences and to involve students in the planning process.
Chapter Four provides considerations for and examples of in-
cluding transition goals and objectives in the IEP. Chapter Five
discusses the area of post-school community adjustment,
interagency collaboration, the provision of an array of service
options, follow-along/follow-up services to graduates, and pro-
gram evaluation activities.

5
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çliaDter ne

Overview of Area 10 Transition Model

During the 1980's researchers studied the post-school outcomes of students who had been in
special education and found that many were unemployed or underemployed, dependent on familic
for income and housing, and were often socially isolated within their communities (Edgar, 1987;
Halpern & Benz, 1987; Hasazi, Gordon, & Roe, 1985; Mithaug, Horiuchi, & Fanning, 1985;
Schalock, Wolzen, Ross, Elliott, Werbel, & Peterson, 1986; Sitlington & Frank, 1989; Sitlington,
Frank, & Cooper, 1989). Over the past seven years, as we have attempted to improve these
outcomes for students, we have found that many factors contribute to the outcomes and that our
efforts must be multifaceted and long-term. Therefore, we have evolved into applying a
comprehensive approach to preparing students for post-school success.

Goals of Transition Planning
Our approach and transition model is driven by the following goals (adapted and expanded from
Conn-Powers, Ross-Allen, & Holbum, 1990; Becker, Kiely, & Vincent, 1991; Rice & O'Brien,
1990) that apply to all level. of the model and include considerations for assessment and planning,
family involvement, student involvement, student preparation, next setting involvement, and
program evaluation.

Goal Area One:

Assessment and planning form the foundation for

the resulting educational and service interventions devdoped by the team.
1. Desired long-term outcomes for the next setting (educational or post-school) are

identified for each student.

2. Planning with the family begins early (incorporated into the Individualized Family
Services Plan process for children who are in special education at a young age).

3. The team (team includes family and student)engages in long-term planning re-
lated to desired outcomes for the next setting.

4. Long term planning by the team is a process within the accepted IEP development
and Comprehensive Educational Evaluation procedures (i.e., rather than an addi-
tional or separate process).

5. The resulting IEP goals and services are individualized; they are developed as a
result of each student's assessed need versus "standard" planning that is the same
for all students.

6. The planning process identifies the most appropriate program and services from a
range of educational and service options.
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7. The activities identified in the IEP insure the uninterrupted provision of appropri-

ate education and services in the least restrictive school or community setting.

8. The planning process promotes collaboration among all constituents in the transi-

tion process.

9. The pi ming of the student's transition from each educational setting and to post-

school settings occurs in a systematic, individualized, timely, and collaborative

fashion.,

Goal Area Two:

Family involvement brings valuable information,

validity, and implementation support to the process.

1. Parental involvement in the education and planning for their child is increased to

the level that the family wishes or is able to participate.

2. The transition process promotes the speedy adjustment of the family to the new

educational or post-school setting.

3. Family members receive the necessary information, support and opportunities for
enabling them to participate as equal partners in planning their child's transition.

4. Families often are responsible for carrying out activities in the plan (LEP).

Goal Area Three:

Student involvement increases the probability students will be

invested in their educational plan and be satisfied with their quality of life.

1. The planning process increases student involvement in obtaining their education

and planning for their future.

2. The assessment process enables the student to understand options available in the

next setting and to indicate preferences regarding those options.

3. The team and student assess the student's willingness, ability, and skills in indicat-

ing preferences and advocating for him/herself.

4. The team and student design educational interventions that will prepare the student

to be a self-advocate in current and future settings.

Goal Area Four:

Student preparation is the primary function of education

and increases the probability of educational and post-school success.

2

I. The planning process results in a high relationship of each student's curriculum,
instruction and services related to desired outcomes.
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2. Preparation activities are identified in the planning process and are implemented in
the educational program that promote the speedy adjustment of the student to the
next educational or post-school setting.

3. Preparation activities are identified in the planning process and implemented in the
educational program to enhance the student's independent and successful partici-
pation in the next educational or post-school setting.

4. Preparation activities are identified in the planning process and implemented in the
educational program that increase the likelihood that the student is placed and
maintained in the least restrictive educational and community settings.

Goal Area Five:

Next educational or post-school setting involvement

allows the student and family to make the transition

with maximum benefit and minimal discomfort/disruption.

1. Staff from the identified next setLing share information with the student's team
members regarding skills for success and participation in that setting.

2. Staff from the identified next setting receive information about the entering stu-
dent and services that need to be continued or developed.

3. Staff from the identified next setting prepare to successfully accommodate the stu-
dent.

4. Staff from the identified next setting are interested in and open to including the
family in transition activities, particularly during the early phases of the process.

5. Staff from the identified next setting identify a team and case facilitator that will
be that student's team in the new setting.

6. An interagency collaborative body exists to develop an array of community ser-
vice options, support transition planning efforts, and faciliute smooth transitions
from one setting to another.

Goal Area Six:

Program evaluation allows transition planning participants to

assess and adjust the process to meet the Area 10 transition planning goals.
1. The satisfaction of all constituents is inci.:ased with the outcomes of the transition

process and the transition process itself, including their participation.

1 1
3
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Overview of the Area 10 Transition Model

This model is based on earlier transition models (Halpern, 1985; Will, 1984) that provided a
foundation for transition planning and services that encompassed the period from high school to

initial community adjustment.

The following Area 10 Transition Model expands and adapts the Will (1984) and Halpen (1985)
models and operationalizes the preceding Transition Goals. The Area 10 Transition Model (next

page) specifies that education is preparatory, outcome-based, longitudinal, and student centered.
It assumes the process involves a team that actively includes the family, student and their
preferences for desired long-term outcomes. It facilitates the implementation of transition
planning and increases the likelihood desired outcomes will be obtained by including transition
planning in the IEP assessment and planning process and including transition planning and related
curriculum and service goals and objectives in the MP. These assumptions are discussed in more

detail at the end of this chapter.

The Area 10 Transition Model is organized by levels of schooling (e.g., early childhood, high
school). It specifies the focus of adjustment for each level (i.e., school, community, and post-
school) and the next environment(s) to consider in preparation and planning The model maintains
the three classes of services that may be needed for successful movement from one level to the next

(Halpern, 1985; Will, 1984).

1. No special services are arranged for students who are expected to transition to the
next level with the typical activities available to all students or young adults (e.g.,
next school setting class orientations, guidance counseling, teacher conferencing,
Job Service, etc.).

2. Time-limited services are temporary services that are arranged for a student and/
or his family to assist them through the transition or provide initial support in the
next setting to increase the chances of success in that environment (e.g., generali-
zation of skills in the next setting by the present teacher, additional initial teacher
or paraprofessional support in the L..w classroom, initial training in using public
transportation to an employment site, job training program, etc.). Time-limited
services are not expected to extend past a defmed time when the adjustment would
be expected to be accomplished and the student would then require no special ser-
vices outside those typically provided for individuals in the same type of program
or setting.

3. Ongoing services are those provided to students and adults who are expected to
need continued special services or support to participate in the desired environ-
ment's activities (e.g.,varying degrees of supported education, supported employ-
ment, and supported living).

At each level the educational team, family, student, and any involved community members/
agencies are attending to (a) the specified desired success and adjustment in the current setting;
(b) the planning for and the preparation of the student for the identified, desired next setting; and
(c) arranging for and providing the necess?xy services and support to allow for student success in
the identified next setting.

11111
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4
Figure 1.1
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Assumptions for Model Implementation

Model implementation assumes the following practices and processes are being addressed in

conjunction with the transition planning process.

Implementation Assumption One: School improvement.

Quality transition planning and services have minimal impact on student outcomes if the
educational program is unable to be responsive to individual need and provide educational
experiences that prepare students for success in the desired next school or post-school setting.

Implementation of the Area 10 Transition Planning Model assumes schools are involved in school

improvement activities to address school outcomes that reflect promising practices for education

of students who are experiencing difficulty obtaining an education (Grant Wood Area Education

Agency, 1991). Currently, Grant Wood Area Education Agency (GWAEA) is collaborating with

local education agencies to address the following school improvement outcomes (Choisser, 1991):

1. The district has Board of Education approved philosophy and early childhood
through grade 12 curriculum frameworks for each regulareducation content area

and special education program model.

2. A variety of types and levels of intervention problem solving and planning are
available to address learning problems within regular and special education.

3. A variety of instructional and support service interventions are used in regular and

special education to address learning problems.

4. Student progress is reviewed frequently enough to identify learning problems early
and strategies are revised based on student performance.

5. Families are included in:
a. The educational problem solving, decision-making, and planning process.
b. Advisory, decision-making, and advocacy activities of the school.

6. Long-term outcomes are identified for each child and plans are created that:
a. Specify instruction and services to assist the student and family in meeting those

outcomes.
b. Make the transition from one environment to another with maximum benefit

and minimal disruption.
c. Are included in the Individualized Education Program for each child in special

education.

7. Students are educated in the local school which is closest to the student's home
and is age appropriate.

8. Students have access to the personnel, programs, and services that will best meet
their academic, social, or behavioral needs:
a. Students who are experiencing difficulty have access to special education sup-

port and teaching staff and programs.
b. Students in special education who may benefit for academic, social, or behav-

ioral reasons have access to regu'qr education support and teaching staff and
programs.

6
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9. Paperwork is kept at the minimal level required to keep those involved informed,
to record program and service plans, to ensure procedural safeguards, and to docu-
ment student progress and outcomes.

10. A staff development program exists to assist all staff to meet building plan activi-
ties and to better serve students experiencing difficulty learning.

Implementation Assumption Two:

An array of options and outcomes for team consideration.

Parents and their child are often unaware of the educational or post-school options that may be
available. They rely heavily on school personnel for information and recommendations. In fact
special educators, in an attempt to comprehensively meet student and family needs, have often
given families the impression that "the school knows best" and families need not worry about
making these decisions or seeking appropriate alternatives. In addition, teachers and team
members are very knowledgeable about programs and services in their particular school but are
frequently unaware of the demands or options available once the student leaves their school.

The transition planning process cannot be initiated without knowledge of future options and
possible outcomes. GWAEA provides Long-Terra Planning Worksheets that display an array of
school, community, and post-school options for the team, parents and student to use as a basis for
discussion during the IEP and CEE meeting. (See Chapter Two and Appendix A for sample
worksheets). All parties (i.e., parent, student, school team members) have an opportunity to review
the worksheets before the meeting in order to be prepared toenter the discussion. Printed materials
are available for the school team and family members to use in identifying desired options in their
community (Area 10 Transition Advisory Committee, 1987; Grant Wood Area Education Agency,
1990; Kos & Koellner, 1991; and directories disseminated by county governments).

Implementation Assumption Three:

Collaborative teams to assess desired long-term outcomes and

design educational programming and services.

A primary function of the team is to assess the desired long-term outcomes for the studeat and to
develop an educational plan (IEP) that will specify intervention(s) to prepare the student to succeed
in achieving those outcomes. In simpler terms, the team needs to assess the student and family's
dream (for that child) and what we need to do, collectively, to make the dream a reality. The dream
becomes the foundation of the IEP and much of the educational activity in which the student
engages.

Clearly, dreams are personal, specific to individuals, and typically change over time based on
experience, student and family characteristics, service andeducational options available, and other
factors. The student may have &tams that differ with thoseof the parents; in fact, the parents may
not agree on what the dream (desired outcomes) should be for their child. In addition, the family
and student are asked to share their dream of desired outcomes with the educational team; members
of the educational team may have differing opinions on what a student may be able to achieve and
what outcomes are appropriate for that child. Teams must also consider that parents may not be
accustomed to being active participants in the MP development process or to having the trust to

7
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share their dreams (desired outcomes) for their child. Nor are we, as educators,particularly skilled

at truly including parents or respecting their knowledge in the team plocess. And few of us have

as adults, parents and educators alike, learned collaborative groupskills that would aid us through

such a process.

Varying perceptions of the dream and team collaboration skills can be barriers to defming desired

long-term outcomes. Yet without a shared vision and dire- *an regarding what is important for the

child, the school and family may expend great . and scarce resources implementing

curriculum and services that are not coordinated sed to lead to relevant outcomes for the

student. Therefore, one requirement of a sound ti planning process is to establish a format

and climate for discussion of possible options and.. .omes. A collaborative process will allow

the team to arrive at consensus on outcomes that all members of the team can support and

collectively work toward achieving for a specified period of time.

Many educational teams are receiving training to function collaboratively and cooperatively.

Teams who are experiencing difficulty in establishing a collaborative climate may wish to seek

additional information, assistance, or training.

Implementation Assumption Four:

Transition planning included in the Individualized Education Plan (IEP)

for each student in special education.

Educational planning and IEP development can be a lengthy and time consuming process.
Ansition planning is not designed as an additional or separate activity, but an outcome-oriented

educational planning process incorporated into established special education procedures. The

Area 10 Transition Planning Process incorporates the initial transition assessment, planning, and

review into the Comprehensive Educational Evaluation (CEE), Three Year Reevaluation, and

annual IEP review. (See Chapter Two, The Area 10 Transition Planning Process).

Implementation Assumption Five:

Participation and programming in the least restrictive environment.

The display of options and outcomes for school, community, and post-school settings represent
varying levels of restrictiveness for consideration by the team. However, follow-up studies of

graduates primarily measure the graduate's success in community environments where the student

is expected to participate and perform with non-disabled community members (e.g., in the work

place, neighborhoods, and at social events and leisure activities). Students who have participated

with non-disabled peers in school and community settings during their schooling will have
opportunities to gain many of the skills needed for post-school success.

Teams that strive to design quality educational programming and services in the least restrictive

environment(s) cor each student, based on individual need and desired outcomes, will increase

student success in post-school environments where social skills andadaptation become critical for

survival and acceptance.

1111111Mill
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Implementation Assumption Six:

Interagency collaboration.

An interagency collaborative body exists to develop an array of community service options,
support transition planning efforts, and facilitate smooth transitions from one setting to another.

Overview of the Guide

The remainder of the guide describes the major activities and organizational practices that support
the implementation of the model. Chapter Two describes the transition planning process and
addresses the process as it applies to each model level. Chapter Three offers suggestions on ways
to assess student preferences and to involve students in the planning process. Chapter Four
provides considerations for and examples of including transition goals andobjectives in the lEP.
Chapter Five discusses the area of post-school community adjustment, interagency collaboration,
the provision of an array of service options, follow-along/follow-up services to graduates, and
program evaluation activities.

1 7
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Chjiper INE,To

The Area 10 Transition Planning Process

Chapter One outlined the Area 10 transition goals, model, and assumptions for implementation.
Chapter Two is designed to be procedural for use by educators to assess the desired long-term
outcomes for the student and to develop an educational plan (lEP) that will specify intervention(s)
to prepare the student to achieve those outcomes. Use of procedures in this chapter assume
educators have reviewed and have an understanding of the model and assumptions presented in
Chapter One. The planning process relevant to all levels of schooling (i.e., early childhood through
high school) is presented, followed by a description of how the process is implemented in Area 10.
Considerations for specific model levels are described in the remainder of the chapter under
schooling level headings.

Transition Planning Process Relevaat to All Model Levels

The transition planning process implemented by team membersat all schooling levels is described,
followed by a description of how the process is implemented within the CEE and IEP process in
Area 10.

Assess student preferences for desired outcomes.

Determine team preferences for desired outcomes.

Develop draft IEP goals in relation to desired outcomes and present level.
Determine other (draft) recommended interventions or services in relation to
present level and desired outcomes.

Send parents Long-Term Planning Worksheet to assess parent preferences for de-
sired outcomes.

Meet to discuss and reach consensus on preferences for desired outcomes from
long-term planning worksheets and on recommendations for programming in rela-
tion to diagnostic impressions and desired outcomes.

Determine if the desired outcomes will be incorporated into the IEP, the Transition
Planning Goal area of the IEP, or into a modification to regular education. Trans-
late and incorporate the desired outcomes into the IEP, the TransitionPlanning
Goal area of the IEP, or into a modification to regular education.

Review regularly and at least annually the IEP (including the Transition Planning
Goals and Objectives); revise the IEP (including the Transition Planning Goals and
Objecfives) based on student progress toward goals and objectives.

Repeat the transition planning process every three years during the Comprehensive
Educational Evaluation.

1 S
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Transition planning procedures

as implemented within the CEE and IEP process in Area 10.

Transition planning in Area 10 is typically initiated with a student and his/her family during the

Three Year Reevaluation when a Comprehensive Educational Evaluation takes place. The process

may be initiated at other times, but this time line ensures that transition needs are assessed

comprehensively at least every three years and that the transition needs are considered in the

context of the total educational plans for a given student. Therefore, the following steps include

procedures for completing the CEE as well; see the Special Education Delivery System Procedures

Manual (Becker, Kiely, & Vincent, 1991) for details on those procedures. Activities that pertain

specifically to transition planning are denoted in bold print. The steps are organized under the

activitiui f CEE information collection, lEP conference, IEP development, and IEP review.

A. CEE Information Collection

The team meets early in the fall for a brief discussion of each child who has a three ye re-

ev aluation that school year to:

1. Designate team members to gather information for the required areas of the CEE,

additional areas as specified in the Comprehensive Educational Evaluation manual

(McCullough, Sandberg, & Zehrbach, 1990) for the student's special education
disability entitlement category, and any additional information that would improve

the ability of the team to make decisions or improve the student's program.

2. Designate a team member(s) responsible for assessing the student's preferences for

desired outcomes.

3. Team members collect information and record on CEE form 1 (Figure 2.1) or in

reports by a date established by the team.

4. The team member assesses student preferences for desired outcomes.
A Long-Term Planning Worksheet is available to use as abasis for such explora-

tion with the student.

There is one worksheet that is used for students in early childhood through grade five (McCue,

Benson, Bigley, Choisser, Garber, Hinrichs, Pettitt, Schneiders, & Thuma-Rew, , 1991). For grades

six through post-school there are worksheets that pertain to certain programming types, based on

information gained from follow-up studies of students who have graduated from special education

(Choisser, 'ian Oort, Mraz, Gingerich, Ahrens, Cowley, Deets, Leme, Mundy, Paulson, Pettitt, &

Shultz, 1989). The content on the worksheets attempts to be sensitive to those participating in the

process. For example, parents of students with severe disabilities have said that they do not want

four year college listed on their worksheet; it is painful and not realistic as an outcome. Conversely,

parents of students with a mild learning disability have found it difficult to relate to a worksheet

that mentions supported employment or living in a group home. In order to be sensitive to those

participating in the process and represent useful planning outcomes there are worksheets from

which teams may choose. (See Appendix A for examples of these worksheets).

Methods for assessing studentpreferences will vary with each student based on each student's level

of functioning, characteristics, age, response modes, etc. The selection of the team member(s) and

the assessment methods will need to be chosen with these student factors in mind. (See Chapter

Three for some examples and suggestions for assessing student preferences).

12
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5. The case facilitator reviews and synthesizes the information before the next sched-

uled team meeting and is prepared to summarize the information for the team dis-

cussion.

6. The team meets again to:

a. Review CEE synthesized information and verify student present level.

b. Determine team preferences for desired outcomes (using the Long-Term

Planning Worksheet).

c. Develop draft IEP goals in relation to desired outcomes and present level.

d. Determine other (draft) recommended interventions or services in relation

to present level and desired outcomes.

B. IEP Conference

1. Case facilitator or teacher sends parents:

a. form to request a parent confereng.

b. Long-Term Planning Worksheet (may require a contact to explain if this is

the parent's first experience with this process).

c. Draft IEP goals or summary of proposed intervention plan.

2. Team, parents and student meet to:

a. Review and discuss CEE information (page 1 and top of page 2).

b. Discuss and reach consensus on preferences for desired outcomes from
long-term planning worksheet.
List the desired outcomes from the long-term planning worksheet in Desired

Outcomes section of page 2 of CEE (Figure 2.2).

c. Discuss and reach consensus on recommendations for programming in re-
lation to diagnostic impressions and desired outcomes. List the recommen-
dations for programming and services in Team Recommendations section of

page 2 of CEE (Figure 2.2).

d. Discuss and reach consensus on IEP goals and services and complete IEP cover

pages.

C. IEP Development

1. Teacher and involved team memben determine if the desired outcomes will
be incorporated into the IEP, the Transition Planning Goal area of the IEP,
or into a modification to regular education. Denote determination in the left
column of page 2 of the CEE (Figure 2.2).

2. Teacher and involved team members complete the IEP, translating and incorpo-
rating the desired outcomes into the MP, the Transition Planning Goal area
of the IEP, or into a modification to regular education as designated on page 2
of the CEE (step C.1). These are all recorded within the IEP document.

Determination of desired outcomes came through a process that considered prefer-

ences for long-term outcomes. It is feasible that some of the desired outcomes
would be expected to be addressed over a longer period of time than the one year

14
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duration of the typical IEP. In fact the team may wish to target intervention for

some outcomes in a year or two. Therefore, the team may choose to extend the
Projected Duration of the Transition Goals and Objectives page to cover

three years. If written for a duration longer than one year (but not to extend

longer than three years), the team would review and revise the transition goals
and objectives at least annually. The transition planning goals and objectives

pages would be included with each future IEP until the specified duration expired

or the team wished to begin a new transition planning goal page.

3. Case facilitator or teacher mails a copy of CEE and 1EP to the parents; reviews

with the student.

D. IEP Review

1. The team reviews regularly and at least annually the IEP (including the Tran-
sition Planning Goals and Objectives); the IEP (including the Transition
Planning Goals and Objectives) is revised based on student progress toward
goals and objectives.

2. The transition process is repeated again in three years at the next scheduled
Comprehensive Educational Evaluation.

The transition planning process and procedures are implemented across all levels of schooling
represented in the Area 10 Transition Model. The remainder of this chapter discusses consider-
ations specific to implementation at each of these school levels.

16
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EARLY CHILDHOOD
COMMUNITY ADJUSTMENT IN THE LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONMENT

Interagency Collaboration
Awareness of School and Community Options

Team Planning and Student Preparation for Desired
Educational and Service Options

This section of Chapter Two addresses considerations specific to the Early Childhood level of the
model. Considerations are addressed in terms of the level's focus and supporting activities as
depicted in the model (Figure 1.1).

Community Adjustment in the Least Restrictive Environment

The initial focus at this level is to assist the family in adjusting to living as a family with a child
with a disability, to community service systems, and to the accompanying transitions. Theyounger
child is not typically involved in a center-based program and the family may be attempting to
coordinate medical, therapeutic, developmental, or child care services and maintain the family
structure. The early childhood years are the fffst and possibly most difficult transitional periods
for a family. The stresses experienced during this time are intensified "when every individual in
the family is affected by the need to devote time to locate and arrange for services, by changes in
routines and daily schedules, and by the alteration in family interactions that accompanies change
in services provided to any one family member" (Rice & O'Brien, 1990). The types of services
available and the manner in which service providers interact with the family are critical factors in
the adjustment of the family and the resulting services provided their child. At the early childhood
level educational and community service providers focus on these family issues as well as the
specific needs of the child.

Interagency Collaboration

The community provides many services for young children with disabilities and their families.
However, an array of services in a geographic area may not be available, services may be
duplicative, information about available services may not be shared so providers can refer to the
most appropriate service, and the services and eligibility criteria may be difficult for families to
understand or access.

An interagency committee that collaborates to address these issues is recommended. The
committee performs functions and key activities similar to the Area 10 Transition Advisory
Committee (see Chapter Five). Membership includes providers that are involved with and have
the most potential to impact early childhood services and their interactions with families. Area 10
recommends forming an Early Childhood Transition Advisory Committee with the following
representatives:

Nurse from public health, visiting nurses

Physician who is a parent of a child with a disability

17
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Community mental health

GWAEA Early Childhood Team member(s)

Department of Human Services, policy level

Department of Human Services, unit supervisor, services to families

Day care licensing consultants

Parents

HACAP
Community service providers

Kindergarten teacher

First grade teacher

Public school administrator

Parent Educator Partnership, representative

The initial focus of the committee is to share information about the array of service options,

eligibility criteria, avenues for interagency collaboration, and the identification of any service gaps

that need to be addressed. This information is shared routinely with the service provider agency

personnel who interact with families.

Awareness of School and Community Options

The Early Childhood Transition Advisory Committee provides information to the network of

community service providers about the array of school and community options available. The

Committee also continues to develop and monitor the effectiveness of avenues to share the

information with families. Area 10 has developed a Long-Term Planning Worksheet (Figure 2.3)

(McCue et al., 1991) to be used as a basis to share with families information about the array of

educational and program options available. The worksheet is an avenue to assess need and desired

outcomes; options to meet those needs and desired outcomes are then discussed. The educational

and community service providers need the knowledge of the array of service options in order to

translate desired outcomes into practice (Kilgo, Richard, & Noonan, 1989). Kos and Koellner

(1991) provide a reference notebook, a sek ,ion of functional resources and materials toassist in

planning integrated and inclusive programs, that early childhood personnel and families may use

in this process.

Team Planning and Student Preparation for Desired Educational and Service Options

Grant Wood Early Childhood team members assess family information and assistance needs and

explore desired educational, community, and transportation options with the Long-Term Planning

Woil:sheet (Figure 2.3). An Individualized Family Service Plan or IEP is developed from this

process. (Chapter Four provides an example of an IEP developed from this process for a child at

the early childhood level). Early childhood team members have developed and are field-testing

the following process (Garber & Bigley, 1991) for early childhood transition planning in Area 10.

The process incorporates the initial transition assessment, planning, and review into the Compre-

hensive Educational Evaluation (CEE), Three Year Reevaluation and Annual IEP Review. When

developing the initial IEP the importance ofthe annual review and the three year re-evaluation will

be discussed in terms of developing more long-range desired outcomes for the child/family.

18
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Fiquto 2 3 (-1 of 2)

Child's Name:

LONG-TERM PLANNING WORKSHEET
for Desired Outcomes

Dam:

Members of the educational team (parents and my involved school, AEA, and community agency personnel) will be
meeting to develop goals and services that are impodwt to be included In s educations' program over the
next few yews. Please identify limas Med below that you think am important options or sidlis tor . At the IEP
conference we wit diecues these erns Jointly identfy deelmd program options and side, and develop the IEP to support
our decisions regarding 's educational program.

Please review before the IEP meeting In order to be prepered to enter into this discussion.

attalkfi
Community Education and Care

In Home Child Cam
Day Care Center
Pre-School
Head SIM
At Risk Program

Early Ciikihood %Wel Education
Parent Child Groups
At Home Program
Special Education Classroom

Swoon Services
AEA
Private

Other:

Prow= Options

UK=
Regular Educator)

Reeding
Laws. Afts
Alethensece
Soda! Studies
&Woe
Ripka' Education
Aft
,Musio
BraforelAfter &tool Program
At RiskProgram

Spoold Education

44Ivigo tschooI

Support Services
AEA
Privide

Notes regarding discussion or consensus:

IIANAIndwr

.1011111110i

Intervention or MINION (lime-limited or ongoing) needed for successful transition lb dm next program or educational sit-

fing(s):

f;
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Community Options

Play with neighborhood friends
Religious serviossiPrograrne
Camp
Sorts (swimming, soccer, gymnastics, etc.)
Lessons (music, dance, art, etc.)
Wary
Clubs (scouting, etc.)
Family outings (sating out, shopping, parks, etc.)
Family events (visiting Mends and relatives,
family occasions)
Care for a pet
Pursue a hobby
Play board games
Motor activity (shoot baskets, Jump rope,
dem bika, sic.)

Transportation Options
Car
Walk
Bike
School bus or van
Community Vansportation system

Skills for Success for Desired Program and
Commtmity Options

Use self care sidns (dressing, eating, tonging)
Use school suocess skins (lunch, playground, building

orientation)
Use gunroom suocess side (follow directions, partid-
pals in groups, work alone)
Problem soh* (consider atignalivo solutions)
Be responsible for personal belongings
Initiate aclivilies, routines
Must a) chengee (routines, activities, people)
Relate weds
Make choices
Get along with children
Play alone and with others
Travol to identified school and communhy locations
Other:

Notes regarding discussion or consensus about community and transportation options:

Now regarding discussion or consensus about sidis for sucoesc

Parent Options for information or Assistance

Understending assessment, eligibinty for special glum- Communicating positively with new adults who will be

lion rankles, labels kwolved with my child

Understanding lessi rights Arranging for non-ciusroom community activities

Stating child's strengths and needs Arranging for child cam

(*atm goals for my child Arranging transportadon

Finding out about program options Finding out about orals of programs and sources of

Taildng to experienced parents about program options financial assistance

IMMO PrnOrluTI 0Ptions
Obtoining or coordinating needed services for my child

Preparing my child for new programs or ow family

.:

Notes regarding discussion or consensus:
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Children in the field test (Garber & Big ley, 1991) include (a) children who have three year re-
evaluations due during the coming school year and (b) children whose annual review requires
special transition considerations because they will be turning three years old during the coming
year. The early childhood team designates one team member to function as the Transition
Facilitator for each child. The Transition Facilitator for each child follows this transition planning
process:

1. Review with the parents areas of progress, strengths, and areas of concern for the
child/family. Prior to the first annual review, the Long-Term Planning Worksheet
is shared with the family as an aid that will be used in discussing future desired
outcomes.

2. Discuss with the parents their hopes and desired outcomes for the child/family for
the next (future) setting and/or across the next three years. The Long-Term Plan-
ning Worksheet is used during this and subsequent steps to aid in considering and
determining desired outcomes.

3. Explore possible options for settings, experiences, and sources of support for fur-
thering the child's social and educational development. This includes sharing in-
iormation gained from steps 1 and 2 and exploring possible options with other in-
volved team members as well as input from other agencies and private care pro-
viders as appropriate.

4. Discuss options under consideration with parents using identified desired out-
comes as a focus. With these options in mind, skill areas necessary to achieve the
outcomes can be addressed and specified in the goals/objectives section of the LEP.
For example, Rule, Fiechtl, and Innocenti (1990) describe a curriculum tat was
developed and used to teach students with disabilities survival skills necessary to
learn in kindergarten or first grade. Most children mastered the skills and used
them in their subsequent placements. Such preparation of the student for success
in the identified next setting is attended to within the plan, 'mg and LEP develop-
ment process. (See the Early Childhood IEP example in Chapter Four regarding
how one team identified and addressed these preparatory skills).

5. Meet with potential receiving teacher(s)/program personnel to discuss the child's
strengths, needs, and desired outcomes.

6. Arrange visitation, if appropriate, to program(s) considered.
7. Arrange conference with parent(s), case facilitator, and receiving teacher. Repre-

sentatives from other involved agencies and educational disciplines should be in-
volved when possible and appropriate.

8. Document continuing transition activities in the new LEP. These activities should
include appropriate follow-up by the case facilitator as well as periodic review by
the receving teacher or program personnel and parents tr prepare for the next
transition period.

Children entering programming for the first time will necessarily accomplish this transition in a
variety of ways depending upon individual and family strengths, weaknesses, and experience
backgrounds. This initial transition into programming may be smooth and of brief duratior or more
difficult and lengthier. As part of this process it is important to begin working with parents at the
earliest opportunity to include them in the next transition and enable them to begin planning for
future transition stages.

2S
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Each year information concerning apparent strengths and weaknesses of this field tested transition

process will be shared with the GWAEA Early Childhood staff and the members of the Early

Childhood Transition Advisory Committee. Input will be solicited from these groups concerning

possible revision of the transition planning process and applications for Early Childhood

Programs as a whole.

SCHOOL GRADES K-S
SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY ADJUSTMENT IN THE LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONMENT

Team Planning and Student Preparation for Grades 6-8 Success

This section of Chapter Two addresses considerations specific to the School Grades K-5 level of
the model. Considerations are addressed in terms of the level's focus and supporting activities as

depicted in the model (Figure 1.1).

School and Community Adjustment in the Least Restrictive Environment

At this level students have entered the public school system and are attending a center-based
program. Most students with disabilities in the elementary school have a need for curricular
emphasis on basic skills instruction in reading, writing, mathematics, and social skills that can often

be met within regular class programs with appropriate modifications (Polloway &Patton, 1991).

Therefore, the focus during the K-5 years is on educating the student in the least restrictiveenvironment.

In Area 10 increasing numbers of parents of younger children are requesting considerationof regular
class placement or involvement during the elementary years. Patents are feeling that lastingfriendships

are formed in the elementary years based on student class placement. Because the curriculum is similar

for elementary students in rngular and special education, the regular education environment seems to
be the preferred setting for academic and social development of the child. Adjustment to the demands

of participating in the school experience and learning basic skills become the focus ofintervention and

planning activities at this level.
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Team Planning and Student Preparation for Grades 6-8 Success

The team follows the transition planning process as described in the beginning of this chapter. The
team considers the items on the Early ChildhoodGrade 5 Long-Term Planning Worksheet for
discussion of desired outcomes and the skills the student will need to participate in those desired
outcomes. The team considers the program options on page one for ages 6-10, determining the
regular education, special education, and other school programs and support services desired for
the student for the next two or three years. Any time-limited or ongoing services needed for
successful transition to the next program or educational setting are identified. An Pnalysis of the
setting demands of the regular class environment is useful in determining student skills needed for
participation or for accommodation of the student in the regular classroom. The Activity
Compatibility Planning Sheet (Fox, Williams, Monley, McDermott, & Fox, 1989) and the Regular
Class Inventory-Elementary (York, J. & Vandercook, T., 1989) are examples of tools that are
useful in analyzing the regular classroom demands. The next program or setting may be, for
example, going from a special education class into regular education reading and language arts,
moving frcAn one teacher to another, moving to the middle school, or for terminating special
education services. The team considers community and transportation options as well.

The team then reviews the "Skills for Success for Desired Program and Community Options" in
relation to the student's current demonstrated performance and targets for intervention or support
areas thought to create barriers for the student to be successful in the identified, desired school and
community settings. Parents are also asked if there are any items on the list of "Parent Options for
Information or Assistance" that should be discussed, addressed, or arranged. Often, through the
discussion of the program and community options and supporting skills, information or assistance
desired by the parents is identified as a natural part of the process. The list on the form is one avenue
to address the topic with parents and is approached differently with each family.

As the studen:s near movement to the middle school, the family and school team begin to plan and
prepare the child for that transition. The middle school and a middle school building administra-
tion present a different structure, a larger population of students, a shifting focus to subject content,
different supports or support structures, different teachers, perhaps a different philosophy, and
other variables that may differ from the elementary school to which the student has adjusted. The
team needs to assess the students skills, performance, and desired outcomes against these variables
and begin preparing the student for success at the middle school. Some teams may wish to refer
to the Long-Term Panning Worksheet designed for students Grades 6-12 when considering the
middle school enuronment.

3
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SCHOOL ADES 6-8
SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY ADJUSTMENT IN THE LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONMENT

Awareness of Post-School Options
Team Planning and Student Preparation for Desired

Educational and Service Options, Im

This sectioi of Chapter Two addresses considerations specific to the School Grades 6-8 level of
the model. Considerations are addressed in terms of the level's focus and supporting activities as
depicted in the model (Figure 1.1).

School and Community Adjustment in the Least Restrictive Environment

Initial activities and focus at this level are on the adjustment of the student to the middle school
setting and the desired program and community options that were identified for the student pre-
transition. The student's success and any time-limited services to support that success are
reviewed regularly during the student's first year at the middle school. If the student is
experiencing difficulty meeting his/her desired outcomes, revisions in strategies, plans, and
supports are made to increase the probability of success. An analysis of the setting demands of
the regular class environment is useful in determining student skills needed for participation or
for accommodation of the student in the regular classroom. The Activity Compatibility Planning
Sheet (Fox et al., 1989) and the Regular Class Inventory-Secondary (York, J. & Vandercook, T.,
1989) are examples of tools that are useful in analyzing the regular classroom demands. During
the middle school years the student will be challenged by increased academic demands. At the
middle school level

Continuing basic skills remediation should be based on demonstrated efficacy in
terms of student improvement, qualified by the assurance that it is provided in the
form of intensive instruction. But exclusive reliance on an academic remedial ap-
proach should be modified to make the curriculum more comprehensive. Career edu-
cation should be an important focus of curricular efforts, with particular attention to
moving from the career awareness phase into exploration of alternative careers. In-
corporation of a learning strategies approach should be entertained particularly to the
extent that it may translate directly to success in the regular class curriculum. Be-
cause this population frequently is difficult to motivate, strategy instruction may have
to be accompanied by motivational remediation with linkages between strategies
learned and long-term benefits demonstrated. Cooperative teaching arrangements are
particularly apt as a way to promote integration, to insure delivery of academic con-
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tent, to provide a vehicle for reinforcing learning strategies in the classroom, and to
offer a window of opportunity for infusing the curriculum with a life skills orientation,
thus making these subjects career relevant (Patton & Polloway, 1991, P. 25).

Awareness of Post-School Options

A student's potential for attending and being successful in postsecondary academic settings begins
to be apparent at the middle school level. The student, school team, and family will begin to have
a sense if the educational program should be preparatory for college or for community participa-
tion. Patton and Polloway (1991) offer guidelines for determining the direction programmingcan
take for students at this level and the degree of regular education versus alternative programs (i.e.,
special education, at risk, vocational experiences, etc.) that will prepare students for success in
environments other than that of higher education. Although we, as educators, wish we could teach
the regular education curriculum and community preparatory skills to all students, there is not
enough instructional time during the day or during the years of schooling to meet all these needs.
The concept of prioritizing goals and resulting educational activities that is applied to determining
programming plans for students with severe disabilities (Ford, Davern, Meyer, Schnorr, Black, &
Dempsey, 1989) may be useful in the educational planning for other students in special education
as well.

Guidance in terms of future options are a part of the efforts the team undertakes at this level. Often
the school guidance counselor is active in this process with the team, as well as regular and special
educators, support staff, and any involved community members. The Long-Term Planning
Worksheet for Grades 6-12 level (Figures 2.4, 2.5, 2.6) (Choisser et al., 1989) delineates school
and post school options that will assist in this process.

Team Planning and Student Preparation

for High School Success and Desired Post-School Options

The team considers the school and post-school options on the Long-Term Planning Worksheet in
relation to the student 's demonstrated school performance and the family and student 's aspirations.
From this discussion and consideration of information gathered during the Comprehensive
Educational Evaluation process, the team designs course work and educational experiences
recommended for the remainder of middle school and for the initial high school experience that
relate to the desired long-term outcomes. Again, the guidance counselor and team and perhaps a
representative from the high school design this educational plan and necessary supports and
services and incorporate it into the lEP so team and family members can refer to it and monitor
progress towards accomplishment over the next few years. Although the discussion focuses on
desired high school success, the plan is rooted in desired post-school outcomes.
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FiOure 2.4 (1 of 2)

Sary.Wrvw.110*1.1,.

Child's Nam:
Date:

LONG-TERM PLANNING WORKSHEET
for Disked Outoomos

Mentors of the educational &am (parents, student. and any Involved Wool. AEA, and community agency Persoonei)

will be meeting to develop goals and services that are important to be included In 'a educationsl program

over the next few yews. Please Identify areas listed below that you IN* are Important options or eldNe tor . At

the IEP contemn** we will discuss thek, areas, jointly identify desired program options end skills, rind develop the IEP to

support our decisions regarding . 's educalionel program.

Please revile* before the IEP meeting In order to be prepared to Olaf Into this dissuasion,

Program OPtion

&had Egiesbaol

Regular Education Employment

Language Ana Full-time

Mathematics Part-time

Social Studies At Home

Science .../litery

Physical Education Other

Foreign Language
Home Economics
Indust:kg Technology
Business Education
Driver's Education
Elecdves

At Risk Program

Special Educagon

Support Services
AEA
Private

Notes regarding diseussion or consensus:

Educagon
. Four Year College

Two Yew College
Tech/Dade School
Other Type of School
No Addltionsl Education

i Uving Arrangements
Parent's or Relative's Home

. ApartmertHome
',Dormitory
ether

11.1.10.11.11.1,,

Intervention or seMces (time-United or ongoing) meded tor suocissuful Manion to the next In school and post-sctool est-

tinge:
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Community Options/slam
Home

Cookbeke
Play games (cards, checkers, pool, etc.)
Exercise
Listen to music, play an instrument sing
Do maintenance work (house, garden, yard, car)
Read
Relax/sleep
Pursue hobbies
Care for pet
Spend time with family
Watche TV
Other

Community
Participate In dubs, church groups
Go dancing
Drive around
Eat out
Go choPOS
Go to movies
Go camping
Use recreation facilities
Participate In individual, dual, or team sports
Jog, pow wslic
Attend recreation dames
Sodalize with Mends/data
Watch sporting events
Other

Transportation Options
Own car
Family car
Car pool
Bike
Walk
Taxi
Public transportation

Skills tor Success in Desired School and
Post-School Options

Get along with students
Get along with adults
Exert self control
Be responsible
Initiate actNities, routines
Adjust to charge (routines, activities, people)
Use classroom success skiiis (follow directions, partici-
pate in groups, wort alone, use study skills)
Limn nor Wile
Relate needs
Problem solve (consider alternative solutions)
Make decisions
Represent miff in meetings and for obtaining accommo-
dations
Travel to desirod school and community locations

Notes regarding discussion or consonsus about communityrtolsure options and transportation options:

Notes regarding discussion or consensus about eldlls tor sums':

Parent Optirms tor Information or Assistant*
Understanding legal rights
Stating child's strengths and needs
Stating goals for my child
Finding out about school and post-school program op-
tions
Talking to experienced parents about program options
Visiting program options
Preparing my child for new programs

Communicating positively with new adults who wit be
involved with my child
Arranging for non-daseroom community activities
Arranging transportation
Finding out about costs of programs and sources of
financial assistance
Obtaining or coordinating needed SWANS for my child
or our family

Notes regarding discussion or consensus:

RTP LongTenn Planning Worksheet Geodes 612

3 4
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Child's Name:

LONG.TERM PLANNING WORKSHEET
for Desired Outcomes

Date:

Members of the educational team (parents, student, and any involved school. AEA. Ind oommonitY IlOsnoY Personnel)
will be meeting to develop goals and services that are important to be included in 'a educational program

over the next few yews. Please Identify areu listed below that you think we important options or side for . At

the IEP conference we will discuss these areas, jointly identify desired program options and skills, and develop the IEP to

support our decisions regarding 's edusational program.
Please review before the IEP meeting in order to be prepared to enterinto this discussion.

WW1
Regular Education

Lenguago Arts
Mathematics
Sods) Studies
Science
Physical Education
roreirdi Language
Home Economics
Industrial Technology
Business Education
Drivers Education
Electives

At Risk Program

Special Education

Support Services
AEA
Private

Program Options

ErokSchool

Employment
Full-tIme
Part-time
At Home
Military
Rehmbilitation Facility
Other

Education
Four Yew College
Two Year College
Tech.frrade School
Other Type of School
No (additional Education

Living Arrangements
Parenrs or Relative's Home
Ovm Apartment/Home
Domttory
Supervised Apwtment
Group Home
Other

Notes regarding discussion or consensus:

Intervention or services (time-limited or ongoing) needed for successful transition to the next in school and post-school set-

tings:
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Figure 2.5 (2 of 2)

Community Options / Leisure
Home

Coolubake
Play games (cards, checker% pool, etc.)
Exercise
Listen to music, play an instrument, sing
Do maintenance work (house, garden, Yard, car)
Rud
Relax/slew
Pursue hobbies
Cent for pet
Spend time wtth family
Watch TV
Other

Community
Participate in dubs, church groups
Go dancing
Drive around
Eat out

Ga ahaPPinti
Go to movies
Go camping
Use recreation funnies
Participate in individual, dual, or team sports
Jog, power walk
Attend recreation classes
Sosialize with friends/dates
Watch sporting events
Other

Trampottation Opttons
Own car
Family car
Car pool
Bike
Walk
Taxi
Public transportation; County transportation

Skills for Success In DesPvd School and
Post4chool Options

Get along with students
6 Got along with adults

Exert self control
Be responsible
initiate ectivitiss, routines
Adjust to change (routines, activities, people)
Use dassroom success skills (follow directions, participate
In Orduln, WO* alone, use study skills)
Laam new skills
Relate needs
Problem solve (consider aiternative solutions)
Make decisions
Represent sail in meetings and for obtaining accommoda-
tions
Travel to desired school and community locations

Notes regarding discussion or consensus about community/leisure options and transportation options:

Notes regarding discussion or consensus about sift for success:

Parent Options tor Information or Assintsna
Understanding legal rights
Stating child's strengths and needs
Statlng goals for my child
Finding out about school and post-school program op-
tions
Talking to experienced parents about program options
Visiting program options
Preparing my child for new programs

Notes regarding discussion or consensus:

Communicating positively with new adults who will be
involved with my child
Artanging for non-clawoom community activities
Arranging transportation
Finding out about costs of programs and sources of
Mandel assistance
Obtaining or coordinating needed services for my child
or our family

sa LongTonn Planning Worksheet - Grades 5-12

3 f;
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to

Child's Name:

LONG-TERM PLANNING WORKSHEET
for Desired Outcomes

Date:

Members of the educational team (parents, student, and arty involved school, AEA, and community agency personnel)

will be meeting to develop goals and servioss that are ImportaM to be included in 's educational program

over the next few years. Please identify areas listed below that you tNnk are Important options or skills tor . At

the IEP conference we will discuss these areas, jointly identify desired program options and skills, and developthe IEP to

support our decisions regarding 's educational program.

Please review before the IEP meeting in order to be prepared to enter into this discussion.

Program Options

&beat Ecakilitgal

Require Education Employment

Language Arts
Full-time with Support

Mathematics Part-time with Support

Social Studies Rehabilitation Facility

Science At Nome

Physical Education Other

Foreer Language Education
Home Economics Community Adult Classes

Industrial Technology Other Type of School

Business Education No Additional Education

Driver's Education Living Anangemonts
Electives Parent's or Relative's Home

At Risk Program

Special Education

Suport Services
AEA
Private

Notes regarding discussion or consensus:

Own Apartment/Home
Dormitory
S A pwtment
Group 14()M6

Other

Intervention or services (time-limited or ongoing) needed for successful transition to the next in school and post-school set-

tings:
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Figure 2.6 (2 of 2)

Community Options / Leisure
Home

Coolobake
Play games (cards, checkers, pool, etc.)
Exercise
Listen to music, play an instnx 'int, sing
Do maintenance work (house, garden, yard, car)
Read
Relax/sleep
Pursue hobbies
Care for pet
Spend time with family
Watch TV
Other

Community
Participate in dubs, church groups
Go dancing
Eat out
Go sh0Pllinli
Go to movies
Go camping
Use recreation facilities
Participate in individual, dual, or team sports
Jog, power walk
Attend remation classes
Socialize with friends/dates
Watch spotting *vents
Other

Transportation Options
Own car
Famity car
Car pool
Bilm
Walk
Taxi
Public transportation; County transportation

Sidlis for Sumas ks Desired School and
Post-School Options

GM along with students
Get along with adults
Exert self control
Be responsible
Initiate activities, routines
Adiust to change (routines, activities, people)
Use classroom success sidlls (follow directions, partici-
pate in groups, work alone)
Learn new skills
Relate needs
Problem solve (considers alternative solutions)
Make decisions
Represent self in meetings and for obtaining accommo-
dations
Travel to desired school and community locations

Notes regarding discussion or consensus about communityileluse opium; and transportalion options:

Notes regarding discussion or consensus about sidle for success:

Parent Options for information or Assistance
Communicating positivsly with now adults who will be
Waived with my Mid
Arranging for non-dessroom community activities
Miming transportation
Finding out about costs of programs and sources of
financial assistance
Obtaining or coordinating needed services for my child
or our family

Understanding legal rights
Stating child's sbengths and needs
Stating goals for my chili
Finding out about school end post-school program
options
Talking to experienced parents about program options
Visiting program options
Preparing my child for new programs

Notes regarding discussion or consensus:

SSC Long-Tenn Phoning Wofteheet Grades 6-12

35 1111111111111
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HIGH SCHOOL
SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY ADJUSTMENT IN THE LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONMENT

Team Planning and Student Preparation for Desired Post-School Options
Interagency Collaboration

This section of Chapter Two addresses considerations specific to the High School level of the
model. Considerations are addressed in terms of the level's focus and supporting activities as
depicted in the model (Figure 1.1).

School and Community Adjustment in the Least Restrictive Environment

Initial activities and focus at this level are on the adjustment of the student to the high school setting
and the desired program and community options that were identified for the student pre-transition.
The student's success and any time-limited or ongoing services to support that success are
reviewed regularly during the student' s first year at the high school. If the student is experiencing
difficulty meeting his/her desired outcomes, revisions in strategies, plans, and supports are made
to increase the probability of success. During this fust high school year, the student's performance
will make the college versus community preparatory direction more evident.

Team Planning and Student Preparation for Desired Post-School Options

The team moves quickly from focusing on adjustment to the high school to confirming the desired
post-school options and designing educational experiences and services to prepare the student for
those desired outcomes. Again, the student, family, and school team can use the Long-Term
Planning Worksheet (Figures 2.4, 2.5, 2.6) as a basis for this discussion and the resulting program
and service design.

Patton and Polloway (1991) give considerations for focus of educational programming for
students to prepare them for college or for the community. For students preparing for college, the
curricular foci should include maximum participation in regular high school programs with
attention to college survival skills (e.g., time r ianagement and organizational skills, advanced
language development and writing skills, study skills, and academic and career advising). For
students preparing for the community, regular class programs tend to provide a curriculum
nonfunctional to their needs. Instead, these students require:
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a functionally oriented (i.e., adult outcomes focused) data-based curricula in indepen-
dent living and vocational areas. This stated need would also cuggest that the value of
an academic content model representing a watering-down of the regular program does
not present a viable option. Particularly appropriate would be programs focusing on
work and transition to adulthood, ecologically validated within the respective
community....Because social development is a key predictor of postschool adjustment,
social skills instruction should be a core of the cumoilum. Coincidentally, integration
will take place at appropriate times in the instructional day so that these skills can be
generalized to interactions with students who are not handicapped (Patton & Polloway,
1991, p. 24).

This preparation of the student as discussed in the previous section is then defined specifically to
the desired outcomes. For example, if the desired outcome is full-time employment, then activities
through the high school years focus on identifying occupational areas and jobs of interest
reasonable as an outcome for the student, opportunities for the student to experience working in
those types of occupations or the type of work they represent, anci a narrowing down of occupations
to specific career aspirations by the time the student is a senior. Students will participate in
guidance activities as available to the high school student body as well as individually designed
exploration and work experiences to learn about and prepare for employment. The same type of
activities would occur around living arrangements, transportation, and leisure post-school options.
Throughout all of these activities, the student and family are active in identifying, arranging,
participating in, and evaluating the activities. Educators may feel this type of individualized
programming is not possible at the high school because of rules of special education, graduation
requirements, and current curricular frameworks in place for special education programs. How-
ever, a number of schools participating in site-based management or school restructuring activities
are experimenting with designing educational programs based on an adult outcomes focus and
finding it not only possible but more relevant and motivating for both themselves and the students.
As school personnel develop alternative curricula, these practices may be more common. In
summary, the educational program at the high school level is adult outcome focused and specific
to individual student desired outcomes.

Interagency Collaboration

Community agency service providers and postsecondary personnel become involved with the
student and family and often the team before the student graduates from high school. Often this
involvement is identified in the first or second year of high school and then when and what type
of involvement of the identified agency personnel is planned. School personnel, the student, or the
family may take the responsibility for this contact or for certain activities with a post-school
agency. These activities are included within the transition planning goal area and reviewed
regularly. The intent is for planning to pave the way for the student to move from school to post-
school settings/options with maximum benefit and minimal disruption. The hope is that with
interagency collaboration and interagency involvement while the student is still in school, there
will not be a breakdown in the progress the student is making toward obtaining post-school
outcomes.

For all students (e.g., students with mental disabilities who may enter supported employment,
supervised apartment living, etc. or students with mild disabilities who attend a community college
or technical training) the tie with the cooperating post-school agency can be made during high
school, the transition planned, and supports arranged to assist with a smoother transition.

4 ( 1
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However, a service gap exists for students with mild disabilities who decline use of or are not

eligible for post-school services. Therefore, the team may have no agency to target for interagency

collaboration, for post-school service provision, or for monitoring desired outcome achievement.

In these cases the school can work with the student and family to develop a plan of obtaining and/

or maintaining employment, living arrangements, fmancial support, transportation, etc. that the

student and family can use to reach desired outcomes. The parents play an increasingly active role

in the planning and implementation process, recognizing that school services and school directed

coordination will soon end. The better prepared the parent and student to play this role as joint "case

managers", the more likely any required adult services will be obtained and the desired outcomes

achieved.

In addition, agencies may collaborate to jointly provide programming or services to a student. For

example, an adult service agency may begin providing supported employment services during a

student's senior year (Steele, Strang, Burrows, Kiburz, Vincent, & Sitlington, 1990) or in

providing the first year of a community college program such as Project Vital at Kirkwood
Community College, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Chapter Five addresses ways educational and other
community agencies may collaborate to fill service gaps and assist students in achieving their

desired adult outcomes.
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ChaDter Three

Including Student Preferences

The Education of the Handicapped Act Amendments of 1990 (PL 101-476), now the Individuals
with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), defines, in part, that transition is a coordinated set of
activities based upon the individual student's needs, taking into account the student's preferences
and interests. Educators (Lawrenson & Martz, 1990) and researchers (Van Reusen, Bos,
Schumaker, & Deshler, 1987; Wolf & Stephens, 1989) are recognizing that student involvement
in the IEP development process is not only motivating to the student but contributes valuable
information to the process as well. Students who participate in the process and feel their
preferences are considered and included in the IEP are more likely to be invested in their
educational process and complete more IEP goals. Although such inclusion of students in the
process is new to many of us as educators, is not being widely practiced in the field (Reschly, 1990),
and is not developed into a tested, efficient and effective technology, there are promising practices
occurring with students in this area. The intent of this chapter is to discuss considerations for
including student preferences in IEP development and transition planning, to describe a process
teachers or designated team members may wish to try with students, and to share some examples
of activities teachers in Area 10 are using with students in their classrooms.

Considerations for Including Student Preferences

in IEP Development and Transition Planning
Including student preferences means more than sharing IEP results with the student. It involves
two related activities: (a) the identification of the student preferencesfor desired outcomes and the
for resulting IEP strategies to achieve those outcomes; and (b) the student communication of
preferences and participation in histher planning conference. These two activities represent a
process engaged in by the student with the teacher and others; theprocess may be ongoing as IEP's
are written, implemented, reviewed, revised, etc. The point to consider is that the inclusion of the
student in the process is not a one LEP or one conference inclusion, but an ongoing partnership in
designing and obtaining desired (many which are student preferred) outcomes.

The process assumes an array of programs or options within programs exist to meet individual
preferences. Preferences cannot exist if there are no choices. A standardized curriculum with
narrow definitions of acceptable performance and outcomes will allow little room for student
choice-making.

The process also assumes a commitment by the school community to design individualized
programs based on preferences and demonstrated attempts toward meeting preferences that are
apparent during the IEP development or IEP reviews. The students will not meet all of the activities
specified in their goals and neither will the school. If the school is honestly attempting to develop
or meet a plan, but cannot fulfill it completely, the student will learn valuable lessons in working
toward a goal, assessing barriers, adjusting strategies, etc.

4 2
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The student's preferences are accepted as valid. If others feel the preferences are unrealistic, are

poor choices, or are based on lack of '-nowledge, this is not the immediate response to the student.

The preferences are respected. In this process students typically go through an inventory process

that allows them to gain information that assists them in changing their behavior in order for the

preference to be met, to alter their preferences, or some combination of personal and preference

change.

The process is designed for active student involvement. The teacher or team members do not do

all the work. Instead, the work is assigned across participating personnel and the student, based

on role and responsibility in relation to the activity.

Many of the activities are legitimate in-class, instructional activities. Many of the activities can

be carried out in group instruction or cooperative learning activities or as class projects that are

incorporated into reading, writing, listening, speaking or other content areas. Student participation

and the resulting skills gained will be valuable to the student for a life time and constitute legitimate

activities for instructional time. Discussion and examples of some of these activities are presented

in the following section.

Process for Including Students

The Education Planning Strategy (Van Reusen et al., 1987), a motivational strategy designed for

low achieving students who are expected to be active participants in the decision-making process,

offers a structure and concepts that are useful in applying to other students (i.e., students enrolled

in special education). The strategy includes the following steps: (a) inventory your strengths,

weaknesses, goals, and choices for learning; (b) provide your inventory information; (c) listen and

respond; (d) ask questions; and (e) name you goals. This strategy is designed for students who

are in regular education and is focused on the student's achievement in the regular education

curriculum. Therefore, it is suggested that this strategy be used as a reference for activities and

structure but that adaptations be made to reflect the needs of students in special education and

transition planning toward broader outcomes (i.e., other than solely regular education). Such an

adapted process is summarized below.

Step One: Share Long-Term Planning Worksheet content with the student. The intent here is

to explain to the student that the school team, his/her parents, and the student will be identifying

long-term goals and that his/her preferences are the basis for this process. Review the content on

the worksheet and assess with the student the regular and special classes, community, leisure and

transportation options the student sees him/herselfparticipating in this school year and over the

next few years. Review the supporting skills on the worksheet and have the student assess the ones

that are personal strengths versus those in which improvement may be needed in order to

participate in the desired outcomes.

Students, and often team members, are unaware of the setting demands of the desired options. This

can make it difficult to express preferences or assess the student's skills in relation to the setting

demands for participation in that option. In such cases, an information gathering process is initiated

so the student can begin working on needed skills, supports, or accommodations that may need to

be designed to allow participation. It is ideal for the the student to be responsible for, or at least

an active participant, in this information gathering process. As a team member, or with the teacher

or specified team members, they can identify activities to learn more about the demands of the
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setting. Some such activities include having students who have taken a particular course or a
worker from a job talk about the demands, having the student interview the teacher or students from
a class about the demands using a short inventory tool such as the Activity Compatibility Planning
Sheet (Fox et al., 1989), and visiting job sites of interest to observe or participate in an exploration
experience. This information can then be used for the student to identify strengths and weaknesses
in relation to desired settings and develop the IEP. The team may settle on desired student
preferences and then include these as activities within the IEP or perform these activities before
developing the IEP.

For students who base their responses regarding preferences on more day to day or recent
experiences, it may by useful to discuss the items on the worksheet two or three times over the
period of a month or so. For example, the following is the summary that a teacher Alison McGoff
at West High School in Iowa City, prepared after repeated discussion with a student with moderate
mental disabilities who was in her early years of high school:

In preparation for Gloria's LEP, I met with Gloria to discuss what her desires were for
her future educatimal program. Also, I discussed with Gloria her personal goals for
the future both residentially and vocationally.

Gloria stated that she enjoys living at home, socializing with friends, going to parties
and dances, shopping, meeting new people, and going to camp. When asked what ar-
eas she felt she needed to work on she replied that she wanted to work on recipes by
herself (complete them independently), travel to and from work on the bus on her own,
and eat lunch "with people besides her classmates". Gloria also stated that she would
like to work more on her laundry skills.

When asked which classes she wanted tc take at West High, if any, she replied that she
would like to take Home Economics and later expressed an interest in keyboarding.
Gloria sees herself living in an apartment and working at a full time job following
graduation from West High. When asked what type of job she would be happiest do-
ing, Gloria responded "Econofoods Deli" and "restaurant work".

The team felt Gloria's preferences were realistic for her with the provision of specific activities,
classes, experiences, social skills relevant to her living and employment outcomes, and referrals
to vocational and living community agencies. The family and team also asked her to consider
exploring other occupational areas through the work experience program during the next year.
These were analyzed with Gloria and the team and incorporated into her MP.

Step Two: Involve the Student in Planning the activities of the MP and the services to support
the activities. Learning to goal set and develop a plan are valuable experiences that students in
special education may not often have had opportunities in which to participate.

Step Three: Include the Student in Designing the IEP Conference and defme the student's role.
Teach the student behaviors for conference participation and how to state preferences (See Van
Reusen et al., 1987 for a delineation of these student behaviors and instructional lessons).

4 4
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step Four: Involve the Student in Carrying Out and Monitoring the Plan throughout the year

at regular or assigned review dates for specific activities. As mentioned before, few plans will

occur as designed. Success requires the participants to identify alternative resources and strategies

and, on occasion, revise the intent of the plan. Learning through supportedexperiences and reaping

the reward of reaching personal outcomes is a valuable skill that the student can use in other

situations throughout their life time. If teachers across the grade levels allow this type of

participation throughout the student's educational career, the student will have had a variety of

experiences in goal setting, plan implementation, and obtaining resources. The student would

therefore be more apt to generalize these skills to other situations and be more able to perform more

activities independently. During the process the student can use these skills (planning, stating

needs, carrying out a plan, etc.) with, for example, the school counselor, another teacher over a

question or a problem, during a job interview, or investigating a living or leisure situation. The

intent is that with long-term, repeated opportunities, the student will apply these planning and self-

advocacy skills in post-school situations when the educational team is no longer available for

support and the student is in need of school or work accommodations, services, or in an interview

situation.

Examples of Assessing Student Preferences

The process for assessing student preferences is individualized for each student. It is unlikely a

standard tool can be developed that teachers would find adequate to meet their students' needs and/

or their teaching orientation and classroom structure. However, teachers ih Area 10 are beginning

to engage students in this process and their efforts offer us some considerations and examples that

may be helpful to others who wish to include students in planning. Considerations and or examples

are offered for the elementary, middle, and high-school levels. It is expectel others would adapt

these examples with students in their own schools.

Elementary school. Teachers or team members translate items from the Long-Term Planning

Worksheet into questions phrased in ways they feel students will relate to the question and be able

to answer. The following are examples of such questions:

What do I want to show Mom and Dad when they come to my meeting?

What do I like to do at school?

Who do I like to do it with?

What do I like to do with my family?

What are my favorite subjects?

Which of these skills am I best at?

Which of these skills are ones I should work on?

Middle school teachers have commented that by the time students enter middle school, they know

many of their weaknesses but can rarely state areas in which they do well or are strengths. Perhaps

a secondary benefit of spending time with elementary aged students in these activities is to assist

them in seeing the things they do well and keeping those in the forefront with the other areas that

the student does not do as well. The IEP could also be developed to include strengthening areas

in which the student does well and wishes to progress, as well as the typical IEP objectives that

address skill deficits.
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Elementary teachers are incorporating these activities into their language arts or functional
academics instructional time. In a group setting students can help othersassess things they do well
and explore areas that each might like to do better. Once individual strengths and weaknesses as
a concept are identified and accepted by students in the class, cooperative groups could be designed
where students could also learn to state needs in a group, build skills, plan towards a group goal,
work with others where individual skills are valued, and students can share in the responsibility
for learning. Although elementary aged students may not participate in the full conference, there
may be a section of the conference in which they could have a defmed role (e.g., sharing what they
do well). The students could also participate in preparing for the conference as described in the
Secondary Example.

Middle school. A team at Southeast Junior High School designed an interview foi.mat to use in
assessing student preferences of students in a class for students with mental disabilities (Lanaghan,
Welsch, & Rodebush, 1991). They took items from the Long-Term Planning WoAsheet and
translated them into questions to which they felt the students could respond, used the interview with
some of the students in the class, and revised it based on the ability of the questions to elicit student
responses. For example, for School Options, they revised the item to be asked of the student in
terms of class names the student would understand rather than the categories on the worksheet.
Some of the classes listed were: Global Studies, Science, P.E., Life Skills, Chorus, Industrial
Tech., Keyboarding, Visual Studies, Hobbies, and Photography.

Questions to elicit responses regarding skills for success were designed. For example to fmd out
if the student thinks he/she gets along with students, the interviewer might ask:

Do you have friends? Who?

Do you have friends that are not in this class? Who?

Would you like to have more friends?

Would you like to get along better with people at school?
At work?

At home?

For the skill "exerts self-control" the following questions are asked:

Can you stay calm even if you're mad?

Can you stay calm even if you're happy?

Middle school teachers have also found that students have not thought abor post-school
employment or education and that living anywhere but home is not only a remote idea but
frightening to some students, perhaps because they are not yet viewing it from an adult perspective
as they will when they are in high school. At this level the teacher talks more about how these are
the types of options the student will begin considering during high school and how school activities
(career exploration, work exploration experiences, social skill development, etc.) relate to those
options. This discussion, plus the discussion with the parents and the student at the conference sets
the stage for subsequent thinking, planning and discussion regarding post-school plans. At this
level, students are practicing conference participation skills (Van Reusen et al., 1987) and
participating in their conference. They review the IEP with the teacher and are aware of the goals
and objectivos on their MP.

4;
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High school. Lawrenson and Martz (1990) developed an instructional activity process to assist

students in the 11/12th grade mental disabilities class at West High Schocl in identifying their

preferences and preparing for the conference. The students.engage in the following activities:

1. Review the Long-Term Planning Worksheet.

2. Determine things they do well and things they need to keep working on.

(Figure 3.1).

3. Commit to engaging in the process (Figure 3.2).

4. Determine the day, time, and location of their conference (Figure 3.3)

5. Determine who should be invited to the conference (Figure 3.4).

6. Send invitations to participants (Figure 3.5)

7. Practice conference skills (Van Reusen et al., 1987) such as posture, tone of voice,

staying calm, engaging in eye communication, listening, responding, asking
questions, and stating preferences. Figure 3.6 displays an activity worksheet used

with students to generate their own topics to discuss at the conference.

8. Share completed IEP with student; include student in monitoring and revision

activities.

9. Identify other situations in which the student can use and practice these skills.

Insummary, teachers are beginning to explore including the students as activeparticipants in the

planning and implementation of the IEP. The examples described here are onesthat teachers can

refer to for adaptation with students with differing disabilities, ages, learning styles and response
modes. Including student preferences is an exciting area where there is still much to learn and

where there is potential for increased motivation and performance of our students.

40
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Figure 3.1

Strengths and Weakness Worksheet

THINGS I DO WELL

THINGS I NEED TO
KEEP WORKING ON

4S
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Figure 3.2 

Student Commitment Contract 

91P 

I want to learn how to share my 

ideas at my conference. 

1111111111M 
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FIgure 3.3

Conference Planning Worksheet A

My meeting will be

on

It will be held in

Room

It will start at

October 1991
=_ '=_W-777-1 _7,-7'7 7a is .77- W: : '7 _

1 2 9 4

7 II\ 10 11 13

13 14\ 19 12 17 1111 1$

so 21 as sk ss
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111111
IPlinapipopla

Novemper
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Figure 3.4

Conference Planning WorLsheet B

I want these people to come to my meeting:
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Invitation to My Conference Form

=11111

Date:

To:

From:

You are invited to my meeting on

It will start at

We will meet in room

We hope to see you there.

Please let my teacher know if you are
unable to attend.
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Figure 3.6

Sample Things to Say and Ask at My Conference

THINGS WE WANT TO SAY AND ASK AT OUR MEETINGS

I. When will I graduate?

2. Did I do a good job?

3. Did I do good work?

4. I do good things.

5. Tell my ideas on how to fix things.

6. Tell when I want to graduate.

7. I like my job.

8. Can I keep my job?

9. I want to stay on my job.

10. What day will I move out?

11. I can wait till June.

12. Where will I move to next?

46
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Chaute

Transition Goals and Objectives in the IEP

Area 10 recommends transition planning be incorporated into the lEP as a goal page instead
of an attachment or a supplementary page of the IEP. The rationale is that such inclusion as
a goal and objectives allows the activities to be considered as a part of, rather than an addition
to, the educational program; fosters annual review and revision within the structure provided
for writing and implementing IEP objectives; and results in activities being addressed in
terms of outcomes and goals for the student rather than steps to be completed. In addition,
many outcomes may best be addressed through other goal areas of the IEP, and should be
incorporated into those to support achievement of long-term outcomes. It is possible that a
student have only two objectives in the transition planning goal, with many of the desired
long-term outcomes being met through goals and objectives written in other curricular areas
(e.g., reading, vocational, behavior, integration, etc.). The quality measure is not how many
goals and objectives are listed in the transition planning goal area, but that desired outcomes
are assessed and addressed somewhere within the IEP.

Chapter Four provides three examples of translating the desired outcomes from page 2 of the
Comprehensive Educational Evaluation (Figure 2.2) to the IEP. The intent is to demonstrate
how desired outcomes are restated in the goal statement of the IEP and how objectives relate
to the desired outcomes and are written in student specific behavioral terms.

Each example includes one Long-Term Planning Worksheet that represents a consensus of
the preferences of the family, student, and team; page 2 of the CEE; and the transition
planning goal pages of the student's IEP. The first example includes the student's full LEP.
The examples chosen document more activities than a team may typically chose to include
within the IEP but are provided as examples of the range of objectives that could be included.
The examples are not models for content to be copied into other children's lEPs; rather each
team is expected to individualize outcomes, goals, objectives and services for each child
under consideration.
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48

Example One:

Peter/Early Childhood Level

The first example is of a child who has, since infancy, attended community daycare and is

not yet kindergarten age. The worksheet, CEE, and IEP pages that represent the full transition

planning process follow. As may occurwith younger children, the team did not see the utility

of a transition planning goal page but rather chose to incorporate objectives for desired

outcomes within other goal areas of the IEP. In this case, the child's needs were addressed

under the following goal areas: speech/language; motor-fme motor; behavioral/social;

developmental/preacademic; and self-help.



LUCY CHOISSER AND PAUL KIBURE

Child's Name: Peter

Agure 4.1 (1 of 2)

Date:

LONG-TERM PLANNING WORKSHEET
tor Desired Outcomes

Members of the educational team (parents and any involved school, AEA, and community agency personnel) will be
meeting to develop goals and services that are important to be included in Peter 's educational program over the
next few years. Please Identify areas listed below that you think are important options or skills for Peter . At the IEP
conference we MI discuss these areas, jointly identify desired program options and skills, and develop the IEP to support
our decisions regarding Peters educational program.

Please review before the IEP meeting In order to be prepared to enter Into this discussion.

Program Options

Aglaa
Community Education and Care

In Home Child Care
Day Care Center
Pre-School
Head Start
At Risk Program

Early Childhood Special Education
Parent Child Groups
At Home Program
Special Education Classroom

Support Services
AEA
Private

Other:

Ages 6-10

Regular Education
Reading
Lancuage Arts
Mathematics
Social Studies
Science
Physical Education
An
Music
Before/After School Program
At Risk Program

Special Education

Private School

Support Services
AEA
Private

Notes regarding discussion or consensus:

infancy. Currently groups with children - 18 mo. younger than he. Par-

want him to move to a group with peers closer to his age. Problems

distractibiliq and higher child/adult ratio in the older grow.

Intervention or services (time-limited or ongoing) needed for successful transition to the next program or educational set-

ting(s):

Teacher(s) in preschool/daycare who know(s) or is/ar, willing to learn
1111

Special education support in daycare/preschool to increase direction
tali otow

and independent work/play.

0000 10

page 1(42
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Figure 4.1 (2 of 2)

Community Options
Participates In;

Play with neighborhood fnends

Religious services/programs

Camp
0 Sports (swimming, soccer, gymnastics, etc.)
0Lessons (music, dance, art, etc.)
;1's Library

Clubs (scouting, etc.)
Family outings (eating out, shopping, parks, etc.)

Family events (visiting friends and relatives,

family occasions)
Care for a pet
Pursue a hobby

Play board games
Motor activity (shoot baskets, jump rope,

ride bike, etc.)

,Minsportation Options
-- Car
(;) Walk
-- Bike

School bus or van

G.) Community transportation system

i Skills for Success for Desired Program and
Community Options

0 Use self care skills (dressing, eating, toileting)
Use school success skills (lunch, playground, building

orientation)
O Use classroom success skills (follow directions, partici-

pate in groups, work alone)
Problem solve (consider alternative solutions)
Be responsible for personal belongirgs

Initiate activities, routines
0 Adjust to changes (routines, activities, people)

Relate needs

Make choices
Get along with children

CD Play alone and with others
Travel to identified school and community locations

Other:

Notes regarding discussion or consensus about community and transportation options:Peter does vial playing

with children during family visits. Outings ok. In a couple of years explore sports,

music, scouting. Bose is rural . Ok in car, community bus walks with teacher super-

vision. Will need to ride school bus at sone point, probably not next year.

Notes regarding discussion or consensus about skills for success: Work on completing toilet training.

Reeds help relating needs and interacting using signs, gestures, verbalizations.

Needs accepting listeners. Stay in appropriate meas, follow directions, play with

peers using communication skills other than physical. Stay at activity for appro-

priate time.

Parent Options for Information or Assistance

Understanding assessment, eligibility for special educa-

tion services, labels
Understanding legal rights

Stating child's strengths and needs
Stating goals for my child

() Finding out about program options
Talking to experienced parents about program options

G Visiting program options
Preparing my child for new programs

Communicating positively with new adults who will be

involved with my child
Arranging for non-classroom community activities

CD Arranging for child care

CD kranging transportation
Finding out abut costs of programs and sources of

financial assistance
0 Obtaining or coordinating needed services for my child

or our family

Notes regarding discussion or consensus: Need to find preschool/daycare where he can be

mil_AtimpLILiALAgmAdj4 meet child cart needs. Parents will transport

beck i forth to it. TZy to coordinate services rather than have him co

a lot of places. Peter's Long-Term Planaratseisier4
Worksheet for early Childhood

page 2 of 2

. Tea
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LEOman W000 Al A
Epodia Education Divn
4401 SIAS 5940t SW
C404, R4004. LA 524044499
1.3194094700
14100332. IS

1 of 2

Comprehensive Educational Evaluation

Team Summary & Conclusions School Year 19 -

STUDENT Peter BIRTHDATE GRADE Pre
MUMPOM (WU Mr90 NO

Case Facilitator / Position

(MO Day W)

Date:

Diagnostic Impressions: /tr Is a 4-year old functioning at the 2 1/2-3-year lvel x-
cept in expressive language which is below the two year old level and includes
a svere articulation delay. H. is interested in and social with adults and
other children. Distractibility and communication difficultis interfere with
participation in 80.40 classroom actIvItls, even In a younger group.

Desired Outcomes: List annual/longterm outcomes. Incorporate into IEP (I), Transition (I), and/or Modification to Regular Ed. (M)

Cods:
T,

Remain in regular preschool/daycare and community settings but with more
age-appropriate peers.

Participation in peer group actIvItls at developmental level including
play activitis.

Play/work on his own for appropriate length of time without direct adult
intrvention.

Follow classroom directions given to groups.

Independent slf-caro for classroom needs.

Continued growth in preacademic skills.

Marn RI"InMe"datio"s: Continue in private preschool/daycare but lath group closr
to chronological age;

Individual speech srvices to address communication problems and speech
consultation to preschool/daycare +parents;

Support from special education to daycare/preschool for alf-care, play,
classroom behavior, academic needs;

Participation in integration activities between privet. preschool/daycare
and special education classroom.

Options Considered /Renons Rejected: (document at IEP conference)

(See attached XRP Options pace)

Peter's CEE page 2
CEE4) Torn Suwon/ Coftluslors

White - GWAEA Central File
I Yellow Local School District
I Pink - Parent 8/91

BEST clIFY AVELSIE 5 s
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WM.116.

1111GRANT W000 AREA EDUCATION AGENCY
Oman of Spool EdrAton
4401 0041 004410.W INDIVIDUAUZED EDUCA110N PROGRAM
COW %vet 41 52401
1 4n1.3004700 (Opliono ConsidsoMionsis)
140013244U

(PlOisaftnO

STUDENT

(Last)

Peter

(First) (MI)

BIRTHDATE 6-2-87

TodaysOatc 5-30-91

063 Ow

lamilow

OPTIONSCONSIOEREO / / RATIONALE

1. No gpecial EdUcation Program

2. Early Childhood "at home" pro-
gram with consult to parents &
preschool by speech therapist &
special educator on weekly ba-

sis.

3. Increased Speech/Language sup-
port service with more direct
therapy to be arranged between
EC and school speech

4. Increased Special Ed assistance
to Peter in Faivate preschool

5. Early Childhood Special Educa-
tion Class.

Summary:

Peter is eligible and needs services
to meet goals. Parents request
services.

This is Peter's present program. Ph
feel Peter needs more service to
meet proposed goals.

This would meet Peter's speech/
language goale but not other
toals. It will be included as
part of his program.

This is accepted as Peter's primary
Fdacement -.to be evaluated
along with ISP review byNov.
15.

Peter has already been functioning
well and making progress in a
less restrictive placement. It
is planned for Peter to be part
of an integration group frac
private preschool going to ZCSE
Class at on a regular
basis.

Attachment to Peter's CEE page 2
7 Optiors Considered/Rationale

[White GWAEA Central File
Yellow Local School DIstrlct
Pink Parent 9/0
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own Weep AR A
Special Education (*Won
4401 Shah MOW SW
CAW RAWL IA 924044499
141,380471:10
14100.31244N

Fiqu re 4 . 3 ( 1 o t 1 3 )

individualized Education Program Goals and Objectives

Todays Date
5-30-91

Name: Peter Birthdate: Grade: Pro
063 00/

GOAL AREA (from cover sheet) Speech/Language Projected Duration 5-30-91 to 5-30-92
(Excludes School Vacationsffollows School Calendar)

PRESENT LEVELS OF PERFORMANCE: (Statements describing the student's present achievement and/or behaviors in observable and

measurable terms.) Peter successfully communicates with familiar adults and peers using a

range of non-verbal strategies to make wants/needs known and to express his ideas. Total
communication has been introduced in his home and daycare. Se uses a functional vocabu-

lary of 10-15 formal signs or consistent gestures in a spontaneous or prompted manner.
Vocal production is associated with sign/gesture, but limited In consonant/vowel range.

GOAL STATEMENT; (A goal Is stated for each area checked on the cover page of this IEP. The goal should clearly specify the anticipated

outcome.) Peter will develop a functional vocabulary of sign/gesture and vocal ap-
proximations that are used to successfully communicate with adults/peers in familiar

environments.

DATE REVIEWED ACCOMPUSHED NOT ACCOMPLISHED COMMENTS:

SHORT TERM OBJECTIVE AND CRITERION LEVEL: (Short term obfectives must be behaviorally stated. They ate measurable interme-

diate steps between a student's present level of performance in an area and the desired level of performance reflected in the goal state-

ment.)

01__ OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL

Peter will differentiate the production of
his signs to be successfully understood by
familiar persons.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
bY PAW/

Speech/
language

parents

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

EVALUATION PROCEDURES:

Scheduled Accomplished Comments:
Review Dates Y N
1)11/15/91 ci ci 1)

2) ci 2)

3) 0 0 3)
4) ci 4)

8_2_ OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL

Peter will imitate sign/gesture/vocalixa-
tion in a turn-taking fashion in response

to adult and pear modeling.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
orevemelv

Speech/

language

parents

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

allow band over band as-
sistance in learning to pro-
duce new signs.

oral/motor, gesture, etc

EVALUATION PROCEDURES:

Scheduled
Review Dates

1)11/15/91

Accomplished

Y N
CI CI

CI CI

CI C1

CI CI

Comments:

1)

2)

3) 3)

4) 4)

5a Indrvidual Education Program Goals and Objectives

Peter's Early Childhood IEP
8/91

6 ti
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jGRAMT W001) AB A
fl000iol &oration Division
4401 lift tirW SW
Gado Rams. IA $2404-44$
lattoorco or 1400432441111

Figure 4.3 (2 ol 13)

Individualized Education Program Goals and Objectives
(continued from previous page)

Name: Ptr

GOAL AREA (from cover sheet) Speech/Lanauags

SHORT TERM OBJECTIVES AND CRITERION LEVEL:

Todaya Date 5-30-91

Birthdate:
IlAo Div 11)

Projected Duration 5-30-91 to 5-31-92
(Excludes School Vacations/Follows School Calendar)

el__ OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL

Peter will consistently us his voice/

vocal approximations to the best of his
ability with signs and gestures,

SERVICE PROVIDERS
(LM IN Wan)

see above

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

EVALUATION PROCEDURES:

Scheduled Accomplished Comments:
Review Dates Y N
1)11-15-91 u 1)

2) U C] 2)

3) C.1 CI 3)

4) C7 CI 4)

LI_ OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL

Peter will expand bls functional vocabu-
lary to cormunicate the rang* of meanings

needed for successful participation in

his environment (25 to 50 sign/vocal ap-

proximations)

SERVICE PROVIDERS
luww woo,

see above

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

Sow lat words vocabu-

laxy list

EVALUATION PROCEDURES:

Schedgled Accomplished Comments:
Review oates y N
1) 11-15-91 0 0 1)

2) U CI 2)

3) C.1 CI 3)

4) CI CI 4)

$1_5_ OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL

Peter will imitate intonational patterns/

contours with his voice in response to

play activities, games, itc.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
wwww

see above

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

EVALUATION PROCEDURES:

Scheduled Accomplished Comments:
Review Dates Y N
1) 11-15-91 0 0 1)

2) 0 0 2)

3) U GI 3)
4) 0 0 4)

Peter's Early. Childhood IEP
5b Individual Education-Progrem Goals and Obieclives

White - GWAEA Central He
' Yellow Local School District

Pink - Parent

8/91
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es GRANT WOOD An A
lEducsifon °Won

MO OM Ikea SW
Cedo Rams. IA 124444N
1.31M471:0 or 1413,343241.1

Figure 4.3 (3 of 13)

Individualized Education Program Goals and Objectives
(continued from previous page) Todays Date 5-30-91

Name: Peter BIrthdite: Grade: Pre
04.2 OW

GOAL AREA (from cover sheet)_ Proiected Duration 5-30-91 to 5-31-92
(Excludes School Vacations/Follows School Calendar)

SHORT TERM OBJECTIVES AND CRITERION LEVEL:

SUEZ
OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL

Peter will extend and differentiate his
us of bi-labial consonants/vowel combi-
nations in response to various sound ef-
fect and vocal play games

SERVICE PROVIDERS
am by 106.4

SpOiChAsinguip
pathology

Parents

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

EVALUATION PROCEDURES:

Schedqled Accomplished Comments:
Review Mies

Y N
1) 11-15-91 ID ID 1)

2) 2)

3) 0 0 3)
4) P P 4)

#._1_ OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL

Peter will indicate the correct number of
syllables in vocal approximations of fa-
miliar words

SERVICE PROVIDERS
simi row,

&Pooch/language

parents

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

ex . ba 'by

bubible
ma'am

EVALUATION PROCEDURES:

Scheduled
Review Dates

Accomplished

Y N
Comments:

1) 11-15-91 0 0 1)

2) 0 0 2)
3) 0 0 3)
4) P P 4)

ILL OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL

Peter will expand his ropetoire of conso-
nant sounds utilised in th initial posi-
tion of word atteepts.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
(Usl /7 POMO

sec above

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

EVALUATION PROCEDURES:

Scheduled Accomplished Comments:
Review Dates Y N

0 0 1)
0 0 2)

3)0 0
4)0 0

Peter's Early Childhood IEP
5b Individual Education Program Goals and Objectives

IIIIMMMOMI'IM

White GWAEA Central File
Yellow - Local School District

I Pink Parent

8/91

REST Crl AVA:LinLE 62
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Figure 4.3 (4 oi 13)

03 GRANT WOOD Al A
Special Eduestler livieJon
4401 0140 104444 SW
C04/ R1444, IA 524044409
I.3104104?00
140:03224104

Name: Pter

Individualized Education Program Goala and Objectives

Today's Date
5-30-91

Birthdate: Grade: Pre
(up oat ri)

GOAL AREA (trom cover sheet) Motor - Pine 140tor Projected Duration_5=3kaLt.12_5=31L.92_____
(Excludes Schoot Vacations/Follows School Calendar)

PRESENT LEVELS OF PERFORMANCE: (Statements describing the student's present achievem9nt and/otbehaviors in observable and

measurable terms.) ;Itm is mildly hypotonic and uses immature movement patterns. Se prefers

whole hand and whole arm movement patterns in fine aotor tasks but can us hands more pre-

cisely. Cocontractions of trunk, shoulder end hip girdle are lss well developed than imp for

age. B. enjoys using crayons and pencil - mostly scribblicg but can imitate horizontal and

vartloal line. can stack 6-7 cubes, prefers large blocks. Enjoys art activities - not cutting

with scissors.
GOAL STATEMENT: (A goal is stated for each area checked on the cover page of this IEP. The goal should clearly specify the anticipated

outcome.)
Peter will refine hand and finger movements so he can use scissors,

crayons to successfully participate in classroom art and prewriting activities. Re will

he able to use blocks to participate in construction activities in the classroom.

DATE REVIEWED ACCOMPLISHED NOT ACCOMPLISHED COMMENTS:

SHORT TERM OBJECTIVE AND CRITERION LEVEL: (Short term obiectives must be behaviorally stated. They we measurable interme-

diate steps between a student's prusent level of performance In an area and the desired level of performance reflected in the goal state-

ment.)

#_1_ OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL

Peter will draw designs with various size
crayons, pencil or chalk that include cir-

cular as well as horizontal and vertical

strokes

SERVICE PROVIDERS
oar Nom,

parents; SC
social worker
consulting w/
private pre-
school B parents

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

EVALUATION PROCEDURES: Observation

Scheduled Accomplished Comments:
Review Dates y N
1) 11/15/91 ci la 1)

2) U 2)

3) 0 0 3)

4) U 4)

ILL OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL

H. will cut with scissors along straight
lines staying within 1/9" of line .

SERVICE PROVIDERS
MI 0001104

mama as 1 1

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

EVALUATION PROCEDURES: Observation

Scheduled Accomplished Comments:
Review Dates y N
1) 11/15/91

0
0

1)

2) 13 2)

3) 0 3)
4) a 4)

5a Individuat education Program Goats and Objectives

Peter's Early Childhood IEP

MIMI=
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cifGoma Wool) Al A
Spacial Education Div Wm
4401 SIM kw SW
Cala/ AWOL IA 624044490
14103004M 1400332.0191

Individualized Education Program Goals and Objectives
(continued from previous page) Todays Date 5/30/91

Name: Potn. Birthdate: Grade: Pre
(ia) Dey

GOAL AREA (from cover sheet) lktor Pip. lector Projected Duration _1110/912
(Excludes School Vacations/Follows School Calendar)

SHORT TERM OBJECTIVES AND CRITERION LEVEL:

#L. OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL

Peter will build with both large and
mall blocks and logos gaging towers,
bridges, roads, steps.

SERVICE PROVIDERS STRATEGIcS AND MATERIALS
(IN w pow)

same as #1

EVALUATION PROCEDURES: Observation
Scheduled Accomplished Comments:

Review Dates y N
1)27.-15-9.1

3)

4)

:::naTIONAL)

O 1)

O 02)
0 3)

O 04)

OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL SERVICE PROVIDERS
1/11Y

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

EVALUATION PROCEDURES:

Schedgled Accomplished Comments:
Review Dates y N
1) C)

0
3) CI
4)_

I )

2)

3)

4)

OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL

EVALUATION PROCEDURES:

serivicE PROVIDERS
mow coral)

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

Scheduled Accomplished
Review Dates

Y
1) o

N
o
c-j

0
LI

Comments:

1)
2) 0 2)

3) 0 3)
4) Li 4)

6b Individual Education Program Goals and Objedives

Peter's Early Childhood IEP

Wrriite - GWAEA Central Rs
lYsilow Local School District
I Pink - Patent

6/91

6 4
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Name:

011A1IT WOOD Al A
SORWOMWMionaidokm
4401 WM Owl SW
C404, Rap34 N524044490
1.3,43144M
140331444

Individualized Education Program Goals and Objectives

Todays Date
5-30-91

Peter Birthdate: Grade: Pr*
OS/ oft WI

GOAL AREA (from cover shee1)_jkhavioral/Socia1 Projected Duration 5-30-91 to 5-30-92

(Adaptive) (Excludes School Vacations/follows School Calendar)

PRESENT LEVELS OF PERFORMANCE: (Statements descriNng the student's present achievement and/or behaviors in observable and

measurable terms.) Peter usually follows classroom routines - often anticipates the next activ-

ity. s is easily distracted by people coning and going a noiss. lie tends to follow adults

who ars important to him if they leave the area he is in. Re seeks frequent adult attention

but oen complete most activities in the 2-3 year old group independently. During fingerplays

he sometimes participates and
sometimes has trouble sitting. Me does best with individual

directions & reinforcement.

GOAL STATEMENT: (A goal is stated foreach area checked on the cover page of this IEP. The goal should dearly specify the anticipated

outcome.) Peter will follow varied classroom directions given to a small group with only

one prospt and to large group with teacher or peer suppost. Be will stay in assigned

areas or with group in spite of minor distractions. Se will sit in circle two activity

without disturbing others volunteering for non-verbal parts. lie will wait for teacher

assistance for a few minutes & work/play independently for 5-10 minutes.

DATE REVIEWED ACCOMPLISHED NOT ACCOMPLISHED COMMENTS:

SHORT TERM OBJECTIVE AND CRITERION LEVEL: (Short term objectives must be behaviorally stated. They are measurable interim-

diatl steps between a student's present level ofperformance in an area and the desired level of performance reflected In the goal state.

ment.)

CI_ OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL

Peter will usually follow directions that
are Dig routine in a group of 4-6 children

when directions are given to the whole

group & are within his receptive language

abilities with no more than one prcept.

SERVICE PROVIDERS STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
mew weer (OPTIONAL)

Parents; AC social worker

consultant consulting
w/private preschool,

speech A= during 111-

tegration activi les

EVALUATION PROCEDURES: Teacher observation

Scheduled Accomplished Comments:
Review Dates y N
1)11/15/91 p p 1)

2) (3 [3 2)

3) 3)

4) p 4)

OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL

He will follow directions given to his
whole class with some individual follow-

up from an adult or a peer asked to help

him most of the time

SERVICE PROVIDERS
w woo)

same as I 1

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

EVALUATION PROCEDURES: Teacher observation

Scheduled Accomplished Comments:
Review Dates y N
1) 11/15/91
2)

3)

4)

1)

2)

3)

4)

5a Individual Education Program Go* -Ad Otlectives

Peter's Early Childhood lEP

wet
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Name: Peter

Individualized Education Program Goals and Objectives
(continued from previous pap) Todays Dale 5-30-91

Birthdate: Grade: Pee
chi osi 'to

GOAL AREA (from cover sheet) Babevioral/Social Projected Duration 5-30-91 - 5-30-92
(Adaptive)

SHORT TERM OBJECTIVES AND CRITERION LEVEL:

(Excludes School VacationarFollows School Calendar)

#1._ OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL

Peter will stay in assigned area for ac-
tivity or with the group when moving from
place to place or on field trip in spite
of minor distractions like adult coning
or going or ordinazy noises - most of
tins

SERVICE PROVIDERS
(um mscol

sans as #1

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

EVALUATION PROCEDURES: Teacher observations
Scheduled

Review Dates

1)11-15-91

Accomplished

Y N
0 0
0 0

Comments:

1)

2) 2)

3) 3)
4) 4)

04 OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL
Peter will sit in group activity (like
circle tine) without disturbing others
most of the tine, and will volunteer some-

times fox non-verbal parts of activity.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
41114 Pilo)

sans as #1

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

EVALUATION PROCEDURES: Teacher observations
Scheduled Accomplished Comments:

Review Dates Y N
1)11-15-91 0 0 1)

2) 0 0 2)
3) _ 0 0 3)
4) 4)

01_ OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL

Peter will wait for adult assistance when

he is stuck or finished an activity for
2-3 minutes

SERVICE PROVIDERS
sub/MIMI

sans as #1

STRATEGIES AZ MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

EVALUATION PROCEDURES: Teacher observations
Scheduled Accomplished

Review Dates

1) 11-15-91 Y N

CI0 0

Comments:

1)

2) 2)

3)
3)

4) 4)

5b Individual Educedon Program Goals and Objectives

Peter's Early Childhood IEP 8/91

! White GWAEA Central Rio
Yeliow. Local School District

; Pink - Parent
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EARLY CHILDHOOD THROUGH POST-SCHOOL TRANSTTION PLANNING:

A COMPREHENSIVE OUTCOMES-BASED MODEL FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION

121.3 Ostia Woo. AN A
Spacial Education Dfrkdon
4401 5wth Swot SW

lar Roes L. 1240444W
1 411141104700 )4033244n

Individualized Education Program Goals and Objectives

(continued from previous page) Todays Date 5-30-91

Name: Potor Birthdate: Grade: Pre
(I Day Yl)

GOAL AREA (from cover sheet) Behavioral/Social Projected Duration 5-30-91 - 5-30-92
(Adaptive)

SHORT TERM OBJECTIVES AND CRITERION LEVEL:

(Excludes School Vacations/Follows School Calendar)

# 6 OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL
Be will work or play independently for

5-10 minutes at hoes and at school

most days.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
wit w roam)

saes as 11

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

EVALUATION PROCEDURES: Tes zher/Parent report

Scheduled Accomplished Comments:
Review Dates y N
1111-15-91 0 1)

2) la CI 2)

3) 0 0 3)

4) CI CI 4)

OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL SERVICE PROVIDERS
W WNW

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

EVALUATION PROCEDURES:

Scheduled Accomplished Comments:
Review Dates Y N
1) 001 )
2) 0 0 2)

3) 0 0 3)

4) CI CI 4)

OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL

EVALUATION PROCEDURES:

SERVICE PROVIDERS
lwalss)

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

Scheduled Accomplished Comments:
Review Dates Y N
1) 0 0 1)

2) la 0 2)

3) 0 0 31

4) 0 0 4)

bb Indavidual Education Program Gals and ObiectNes

Peter's Early Childhood IEP

White GWAEA Central File
Yellow Local School District

1 Pink - Parent

8/91
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Individualized Education Program Goals and Objectives
5Todays Date -30-91

Name: Peter Birthdate: Grade: Pro
Developmental/ ILM DIM VII

GOAL AREA (from cover sheet). _Preacadeetic Projected Duration 5-30-91 to 5-30-92
(Excludes School Vacations/Follows School Calendar)

PRESENT LEVELS OF PERFORMANCE: (Statements describing the student's present achievement ahd/or behaviors in observable and

measurable terms.) Peter matches pictures, shapes, idntical objects. color matching is not con-
sistent. B. understands sets of one and two. B. engages in representative play with adult sup-
port. B. playa independently with variety of toys. Running and tumbling, pasting, water play
are still favorites. Taking turns is beginning to develop. Re often uses pushing or pulling to
get other children to play or to tell them not to -. B. follows single step directions with
concepts at the 2 1/2 year level.

GOAL STATEMENT: (A goal is stated for each area checked on the cover page of this IEP. The goal should clearly specify the anticipated
outcome.) Peter will match and identify basic colors and shapes and sake sets of 3 . B.
will follow simple one and two step directions involving concepts appropriate to the 3
year level (see obj. 6 7). Be will engage in representative play and group games with
other children, taking turns and using comunication strategies other than physical
ones.

DATE REVIEWED ACCOMPLISHED NOT ACCOMPLISHED COMMENTS:

SHORT TERM OBJECTIVE AND CRITERION LEVEL: (Short term objectives must be behaviorally stated. They are measurable interme-
diate steps between a student's present level of performance in an area and the desired level of performance reflected in thegoal state-
ment)

1 OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL

Se will :
a) match 4 colors correctly most of

the time
b) identify 4 colors correctly
c) identify 3 shapes correctly

SERVICE PROVIDERS
maw

Parents; SC consultant

social worker con-
sulting w/prival:e

preschool and parents;
speech therapy

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

EVALUATION PROCEDURES: Observation, trials
Scheduled ACcOmplish0d Comments:

Review Dates y N
1)11/15/91 0 u 1)

2) 2)

3) 0 0 3)
4) 0 0 4}

durina activities - Parents/ teachers report

Il_OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL

H. will make sots of one, two, or thaw
objects by -

a) getting requested I of things
b) idantifying sets (where is the ono

with three?)

SERVICE PROVIDERS
(UM by WWI

SO* # 1

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

EVALUATION PROCEDURES: obsorrakion, trials durino activities - Parents1 teachers report
Scheduled Accomplished tir-Fei---its:

Review Dates
Y

it 11/15/91 p
2) 0
3)

4) 0

N
p 1)

0 2)

0 3)
(3 4)

5a Individual Education Program Goals and Objectives

Peters Early Childhood IEP
8/91

Cs
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EARLY CHILDHOOD THROUGH POST-SCHOOL TRANSITION PLANNING:

A COMPREHENSIVE OUTCOMES-BASED MODEL FOR SPECIAL F.DUCATION

EGRANT WOOD AN A
Spacial Education DMieon
tut orth Suva SW
Cati9 Ric404, IA 12404.4499
1419399412 or 14093324411

Figure 4.3 (10 of 13)

Individualized Education Program Goals and Objectives
(continued from previous page) Today's Date 5-30-91

Name: Peter Birthdate:
(Ma Day W)

GOAL AREA (from cover sheet) Developsintal/Preacadeadc Projected Duration _5-A0-E1 -
(Excludes School Vacations/Follows School Calendar)

Grade: Pre

SNORT TERM OBJECTIVES AND CRITERION LEVEL:

OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL

H. will use objects in play with other

children in representative ways (e.g.

feed 5 put dolls to bed, run cars, play

buying things at store, make "food" in

sand)

SERVICE PROVIDERS
mg IN wilco

Soo a plus con-
sultation w/ECSE

classroom during
integration
activities

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

EVALUATION PROCEDURES: Teacher observations

Scheduled Accomplished Comments:
Review Dates y N

CI 0 1)

la 2)
1) 11-15-91

2)

3) 0 0 3)

4) 4)

#.1._ OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL

H. will follow rules in siscle group

games with other children take turns

do actions (e.g. ring around rosy,

duck-duck-goose) mat of the time

SERVICE PROVIDERS
(ug IN pox)

Sams as #3

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

EVALUATION PROCEDURES: Teacher observations

Scheduled
Review Dates

Accomplished

Y N
Comments:

1)_11-15-91 0 0 1)

2) 0 0 2)

3) Ci 3)

4) 0 0 4)

if.L. OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL

When he wants other children to play or

not to play hi will us. gestures, signs or

words to tell them rather than push/pull

most of the time

SERVICE PROVIDERS
(Low piolimi

Sams as #3

EVALUATION PROCEDURES: 2'sacher observations

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

Scheduled Accomplished Comments:
i

Review Dates
Y N

1)11-15-91 0 0 1)

2) cl 0 2)

3) U Ci 3)
4) u cl 4)

5b Individual Education Program Goals and Obiectives

Peter's Early Childftod IEP

White GWAEA Central File
! Yellow Local School District
I Pin, - parent

8191
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a(MAW WOOD Al A
SpeNNEducidkenhision
4401 ash 51W SW
Godar SW* 1/1524044499
1.31,110411:0 140332.4411

Individualized Education Program Goals and Objectives
(continued from previous page) Todays Date 5-30-91

Name: Ptr Birthdate:

GOAL AREA (from cover sheet) Dev&1oposerlta1/Preacadomic

SHORT TERM OBJECTIVES AND CRITERION LEVEL:

Grade: Pre
Ob Do Yr)

Projected Duration 5-30-91 - 5-30-92
(Excludes School Vacations/Follows School Calendar)

#_f_ OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL

Petr will follow simple directions in-
volving language concepta appropriate to

the 36 month level (see comments)

SERVICE PROVIDERS
0190011:0)

same as #3

EVALUATION PROCEDURES:

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS

Initial: (OPTIONAL)

1. interest appropriate ac-

tivities

2 . lassediat environeent

3. attention cues (face-to-

face eye

4. visual cues - assist if
Scheduled Accomplished Comments: same/different; fast/slow;

Review Dates
Y N around; in front/in back;

1)11-15-91 0 0 1) next to; more, two, throe
2) 0 0 2)

3) 0 0 3)

4) 0 0 4)

necessary

5. appropriate reinforcement

IQ__ OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL

Peter will follow aisple 2-part dime-
tiona involving objecta, actiona and lo-
cationa

SERVICE PROVIDERS
PI Or Piller4

Same as #3

STRATEWES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

see #6

EVALUATION PROCEDURES:

Scheduled Accomplished Comments:
Review Dates y N
1) u Li 1)

2)11-15-91 0 0 2)_

O 0 3)

0 4)

# OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL SERVICE PROVIDERS
Ni# exiko

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTiONAL)

EVALUATION PROCEDURES:

Scheduled Accomplished Comments:
Review Dates Y N
1) Li Li 1)

2) ja 2)

3) CI CI 3)
4) cl 4)

50 Individual Education Program Goals and Objeetras

I White GWAEA Central File
Yellow Local School District
Pink - Parent

Peter's Early Childhood IEP 8/91
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EARLY CHILDHOOD THROUGH POST-SCHOOL TRANSITION PLANNING:

A COMPREHENSIVE OUTCOMES-BASED MODEL FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION

CEORAN? WOOD AEA
*NISI Education Division
401 &Ph &not SW
Cow Root IA 524044459
14%4604700
PS:043244S

Name:

Figure 4.3 (12 of 13)

Individualized Education Program Goals and Objectives

Todays Date
5-30..91

Peter Birthdate: Grade: Pre
06) Day YS

GOAL AREA (from cover sheet) Self-Help/Adaptive Projected Duration 5-30-91 to 5-30-92
(Excludes School Vacations' Follows School Calendar)

PRESENT LEVELS OF PERFORMANCE: (Statements describing the student's present achievement andlor behaviors In observable and

measurable terms.) Peter is independent in eating . IA dressing he needs assistance. H. can put on

tennis shoes on his own. R uses the toilet about half the tins. He washes his hands and dries

them but doesn't dry them wall . Because of the eczema on his hands it is important that he

rins and dry well.

GOAL STATEMENT: (A goal is stated for each area checked on the cover page of this IEP. The goal shouldclearly specify the anticipated

outcome.) Peter will use the toilet
independently, naney.Lng hie clothes except for diffi-

cult fasteners, will wash and dty hands effectively. He will put on itnd take off outdoor

clothing, shoes, boots independently except for fastenings.

DATE REVIEWED ACCOMPLISHED NOT ACCOMPLISHED COMMENTS:

SHORT TERM OBJErritVL. AND CRITERION LEVEL: (Short term objectives must be behaviorally stated. They are meanurable interme-

diate steps between a student's present level of performance in an area and the desired level of performance reflected in the goal state-

ment.)

# 1 OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL

H. will use the toilet independently
pulling clothing up and down and having

only occasional accidents. H. may need

help with fastenings.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
SNP, WON

Parents; EC social

worker consulting w/
private preschool and

parents

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONP.L)

EVALUATION PROCEDURES: Parents teachers re

Accomplished Comments:

Y N
ll

c3 2)

0 0 3)
CI 0 4)

Scheduled
Review Dates

1) 11/15/91

3)

4)

ILI_ OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL

H. will wash, rinse, and dry hands so
they are free of soap and dry when he is

done.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
(LI SY WON

sans as ill

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

EVALUATION PROCEDURES: Parents, teachers rfv_rt.
Scheduled Accomplished Comments:

Review Dates Y N
1) 11/15/91 la ci 1)

2) 1:1 2)

3) 0 0 3)
4) C] 4)

5a Individual Education Program Goals and OblectIves

Peter's Early Childhood IEP

sis
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Figure 4.3 (13 of 13)

Individualized Education Program Goals and Objectives
(continued from Previous page) Today's Date 5-30-91

Name: Peter Birthdate: Grade:PIO___
( O0 DOY YI)

GOAL AREA (from cover sheet) Sol f-Solp Projected Duration 5-30-91 - 5-30-92
(Excludes School Vacallons/Foliows Sthool Calendar)

SHORT TERM OBJECTIVES AND CRITERION LEVEL:

4_2_ OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL

Potr will put on and take off with help
only with fastening:
a. fall jacket d. shoos (not tie)
b. winter coat asy boots
c. hat & gloves

SERVICE PROVIDERS
lUolOY POW

Same as #1

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

EVALUATION PROCEDURES:Parent teachers re
Schedqled Accomplished Comments:

Review Dates Y N
1)11-15-91 0 0 1)
2) CI 0 2I
3) 0 0 3)
4) U 4)

OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL SERVICE PROVIDERS
(hwow) STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS

(OPTIONAL)

EVALUATION PROCEDURES:

Scheduled Accomplished Comments:
Review Dates Y N
1) 11

2) 0 0 2)
3) GI 0 3)
4) 1:1 ID 4)

4 OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL SERVICE PROVIDERS
tv paw

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

EVALUATION PROCEDURES:

Scheduled Accomplished Comments:
Review Dates

Y N
0 0 1)

0 0 2)

CI la 3)

1)

2)

3)

4)

5b Individual Education Program Goals and Otaectives

Peter's Early Childhood IEP

I WNte GWAEA Cenval File
I Yellow Loci! School District

Pink - Parent

8/91
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EARLY CHILDHOOD THROUGH POST-SCHOOL TRANSITION PLANNING:

A COMPREHENSIVE OUTCOMES4ASED MODEL FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION

Example Two:

Jenny/Elementary School Level

The second example is of a child with a moderate mental disability and physical disability

who is enrolled in a self-contained classroom in her neighborhood school and is transferring

to a new teacher in the same school in the upcoming year. For the purpose of this example

the child will be referred to as Jenny.

Jenny's Long-Term Planning Worksheet with notes from the case facilitator is rrovided

(Figure 4.4). This worksheet is not included with the fmal documentation; the purpose is for

the case facilitator to summarize in notes the consensus of the groupthat will allow the desired

outcomes to be recorded on page 2 of the CEE and for the LEP to be developed. The case

facilitator may chose to record these notes on a separate sheet of paper or on the CEE page

itself as consensus is gained through the process. The notes are summarized on the worksheet

in this example to allow the reader to more readily see the connection with the identified

desired outcomes and the worksheet.

66
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LI1CY CHOISSER AND PAUL KIDURZ

Child's Name: Jonn

Figure 4.4 (1 of 2)

Date:

LONG-TERM PLANNING WORKSHEET
for Desired Outcomes

1/ /91

Members of the educational team (parents and any involved school, AEA, and community agency personnel)will be
meeting to develop goals and services that are important to be included inJenny 's educational program over the
next few years. Please identify areas listed below that you think are important options or ekills for Jenny At the IEP
conference we will discuss these areas, jointly identify desired program options and skills, and develop the IEPto support
our decisions regarding Jenny 's educational program.

Please review before the IEP meeting in order to be prepared to enter into this discussion.

Program Options

Ages 0
Community Education and Care

In Kure Child Care
Day Care Center
PreSchool
Head Start
At Risk Program

Early Childhood Special Educations
Parent Child Groups
At Home Program
Special Education Classroom

Support Services
AEA
Private

Other:

Regular Education
Reading

uage_,Art,
Mathematics
Social Studies
Science
Ph slcal Education

Music
Before/After School Program
At Risk Program

Special Education SSC
Private School

Support Services
AEA SLP, OT, PT, APE
Private

Notes regarding discussion or consensus: SSC. Rag. Ed. act. with 4th grad* for 91-92;

family wishes Jenny continue to attend middle and high school with her neigh

borhood school regular education peers.

Intervention or services (time-limited or ongoing) needed for successful transition to the next program or educational set-

ting(s):

SLP),

PT).

Transfer of use of lang. board to :must class i community (current

cont. of computer act. (current teacher), monitoring scollosis (mew

74
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EARLY CHIIJIHOOD THROUGH POST-SCHOOL TRANSITION PLANNING:

A COMPREHENSIVE OUTCOMES-BASED MODEL FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION

Figure 4.4 -(2 of 2)

Community Options
participates in.,

Play with neighborhood friends
Religious services/programs
Camp

V Sports (swimming, soccer, gymnastics, etc.)
te Lessons (music, dance, art, etc.)

Library
Clubs (scouting, etc.)
Family outings (eating out, shopping, parks, etc.)
Family events (visiting friends and relatives,
family occasions)
Care for a pet

'ursue a hobby
Play board games
Motor activity (shoot baskets, jump rope,
ride bike, etc.)

Transportation Options
Car
Walk
Bike Uses school bus
School bus orimID bus (with

ommunity transportatior

fi city
class)

Skills for Success for Desire.: Program and
Community Options

Use self care skills (dressing, eating, tolleting)
Se Use school success skills (lunch, playground, building

orientation) mobility around school
Use classroom success skills (follow directions, partici-

pate in groups, work alone)
Problem solve (consider alternative solutions)

0 Be responsible for personal belongings
Initiate actMties, routines

se Adjust to changes (routines, activities, people)

Relate needs
Make choices
Get along with children
Play alone and with othel..
Travel to Identified school and community locations

Other:

Notes regarding discussion o(!nsenst)about community and transportation options:

routines; mobility stamina, get long with students (i.e., reduce attention-
seeking, tvaristy of appropriate initiations. Provide opportunities for
interaction, be more independent in inelf-help 6 increase self confidence.

Notes regarding discussion or consensus about skills for success:

Tolerate changes in

Parent Options for Information or Assistance

Understanding assessment, eligibility for special educa-

tion services, labels
Understanding legal rights
Stating child's strengths and needs
Stating goals for my child
Finding out about program options
Talking to experienced parents about program options
Visiting program options
Preparing my child for new programs

Notes regarding discussion or consensus: Avenus to

V. Communicating positively with new adults who will be
Involved with my child

VG Arranging for non-classroom community activities
Arranging for child care
Arranging transportation
Finding out about costs of programs and sources of
financial assistance
Obtaining or coordinating needed services for my child
or our family

teacher; community activities.

have positive communication with nw

Jenny's Long Term Planning
Worksheet foriagy.Ghlidheed.alsd Grades K-5
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LUCY CHOISSER AND PAUL ItIBURZ

Figure 4.5 provides an example of the desired outcomes recorded on page 2 of the CEE, the team
recommendations for programming and support services, and the rationale for adding the
transition planning and integration goal areas and transportation service.

03 GRANT WOOD AM A
Spookil Education Division
4401 WWI Issiol SW
OWN Rapids. 02401-441111
144401100
11034324M

STUDENT
(plisg. Pr In.)

Comprehensive Educational Evaluation

Team Summary & Conclusions

Jenny
(Lull (First) IMO

Case Facilitator / Position Consultant, Spacial Education

Diagnostic Impressions:

School Year 19

SMTHDATIE GRADE Liam.
oaD Day 1.0

Date:

Desird Outcomes: List annualfiong.term outcomes. Incorporate Into IEP (I), Transition (T), and/or Modification to Regular Ed. (M)
code:
IT M

T 1. Get along with children (i.e., a ice attention-seeking, Increase variety of ap-
propriate initiations, have opportunities for interaction).

I a T 2. Regular education experiences for social interaction, friendship building, and
skill generalisation.

T 3. Transfer use of language board and support to family in developing board for com-
munity use.

1 4. Maintenance and continued skill building in use of the computer.

11 r 5. Maintain muscle strength, increase school community mobility.

1 6. hkwitor scoliosis

I 7. Be more Independent In self-help.

T 8. Adjust to changes next class

T 9. Family involve Jenny in community recreational activitis.

T 10. Family establish communication with new classroom tachr and become oriented
new class routines.

L__

Team Recommendations:
1. Continue educational programing in a special self-contained class with integration into

age-appropriate regular education classes and activities. Aar program will continue to
focus on programming in the following goal Areas: Self-Help/Daily Living/Domestic; Com-
munity; Recreation; Leisure; and Vocational and begin addressing integration and transi-
tion planning goal areas this spring.

2. Continue the following AEA support services: speech/language; OT, FT, APS and add trans-
portation on the school bus.

3. Plan with the family avenues for jenny to continue her schooling with her neighborhood
regular education peera at the middle and high school levels.

Options Considered /Reasons Refuted: (document at IEP conference)
1. Add transition planning goals and objectives to the IS, to support Jenny's transfr to

her new class, assist in meeting her desired outcomes, and plan for her middle school
attendance.

2. Add integration goal to MP to support desired outcomes of increasing social competence,
friendship building, and skill generalisation.

3. Ali transportation as a service; the fami4 currently, by choice,
transports Jenny to school by car. Yellow.UmaSchoODimflo'

'Pink-Parent 6/91

Jenny's CEE page 2 CliEt Tow &Amity cotbausens
INIMEMIIMENdO

7ST CrIF" MILANI t)
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EARLY CHILDHOOD THROUGH POST-SCHOOL TRANSITION PLANNING:

A COMPREHENSIVE OUTCOMES-DASED MODEL FOR SPECL4L EDUCATION

Figure 4.6 provides an example ofhow the IEP Transition Planning present level of performance

and goal statement could be written to rePect the team's consensus of long-term outcc:nes and

translate those outcomes into a goal statement that can be reviewed and addressed annually within

the IEP.

Cti GRANT WOOD At A
Special Educetion Division
440, Sath Sisson SW
OWN Repel. 52404-4414
41$31144100

140043244U

Figure

Individualized Education Program Goals and Objectives

Todays Data

Slenentary Primary Student away alms

Name:
BIrthdate: Grade:

ow ow Yr'

Transition Planning 1-23-91 - 1-23-92
GOAL AREA (from cover sheet) Pro)ected Duration

(Excludes School Vacations/Follows School Calendar)

PRESENT LEVELS OF PERFORMANCE: (Statements describing the studenrs present achievement androrbehaviors In observable and

measurable terms.) Janny lives at hone with hr parents and two older brothers. She will mov to

the elestentary intermediate MDT class in the fall of 1991. She is presently not participating

in any regular ducation or pm: interaction activitis. Nr school curriculum addresses

community interaction and skill building for community functioning.

GOAL STATEMENT: (A goal is stated for each area checked on the cover pageof this IEP. The goal should cleady specify the anticipated

outcome.) To assist th family, student, and tem In plannAng for Jenny's smooth transition to

the next class, and to mot their long term goals for Awry in the areas of social compe-

tence, vocational, mobility, health nonitoring, communication, and future living in community

settings.

DATE REVIEWED ACCOMPLISHED NOT ACCOMPLISHEI) COMMENTS:
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Jenny's Transition Planning Goal Statement ;
Se Individual Education Program Goals and Obiectives
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LUCY CHOISSER AND PAUL KIBURZ

Examples of IEP objectives written to address desired outcomes that are to be included in the
transition planning goal area of the IEP (see Code T in left hand column on page 2 of CEE [Figure
4.5]) are provided below. A desired outcome as listed in Figure 4.5 is followed by a sample IEP
objective.

Desired outcome 1: Get along with children (i.e., reduce attention-seeking, increase variety of
appropriate initiations, have opportunities for interaction).
and
Desired outcome 2: Regular education experiences for social interaction, friendship building, and
skill generalization.

IEP example:

#...L OBJECTIVEANDCRITERIALEVEL
Jenny will have on-going, positive interac-
time with her same age peers in rec.re-
ational activities throughout hew ednca-
tional enexperice to increase peer accep-
tance and learn interaction skills,

SERVICEPROVIDERS
am w won)

Teacher in con-
junction with
reg. ed. teacher,
team bldg. pzin_

cipal

STRATEGIESANDMATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

Cpportunities for recre-
stional instructions will
be assessed and ispleseantad
annually as appropriate for
Je a a y. (See comets below)

EVALUATION PROCEDURES: Review by team each fall and at the DP conference

Scheduled Accomplished
Review Dates Y
11 9/25/91 0 N0

0
0
0

Comments: ream ideas included structured games,
turn-taking on the computer

1)

2)1-23-92 0 2)

3) 0 3)
4) LI 4)

02 OBJECTIVEANDCRITERIALEVEL
her interarti^n

peer accept,,nce throughout
career Ed during oppor-
tia4ughout her school

SPPNli:EPROVIDERS
cumw row)

reacher with 4th
grade tog. od
teachers, bldg..

Pri =LEW, SIP (am
integration Pal Page)

STRATEGIESANDNATERM1S

Service pagfigh moat to
review opportunities and
develcp timelines to expand
activities throughout the
91-92 school year (see
oarnts blow) .

Jenny will increase
skills and her
her educational
tunities provided
day.

EVALUATIONPROCEDURES: Team meeting to review outcome of meeting
Scheaum Accomplished

RevieNDatim
1) 9-25-91

Y N0 0u 0
0 0
0 a

CommenW: Ideas Include art, language arta

1)

2) 2)

3) 3)
4) 4)

DrYrod Oulcomos 1 iincl 2 from Fm 4 5

7S
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EARLY CHILDHOOD THROUGH POST-SCHOOL TRANSITION PLANNING:

A COMPREHENSIVE OUTCOMES-BASED MODEL FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION

Desired Outcome 3: Transfer use of language board and support to family in developing board

for community use.

IEP Example:

I* 3 OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL SERVICE PROVIDERS
(um', paw)

Parente;
SP/ Zang.
consultation with
parents

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

Speech/language patholo-
gist will consult with
ths family re: design,

lap lamentation, and
mok'toring.

Jenny will transfr Mr skills of using her

communication board at school to the cm-
nity for us at home and with the family in
the community

EVALUATION PROCEDURES: Parent reports to speech/J./mg. path. i teacher

Scheduled Aecomplished Comments:
Review Dates Y N
1L,9/2V2L 0 0 1)

2)11,2E21 ci ci 2)

3) 1-23-92 CI U 3)

4)A=2,E92... 0 CI 4)

# 4 OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL
Jenny will continue to use her communication
board in bur new classroom; she will maintain
present level and *mend content and function
(a e mem. s integration goal areas)

SERVICE PROVIDERS
(LMWmow)

2Wacher; Sp/ Lang.
pathologist

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

Current teacher & SLP and
nw (1991) teacher and SLP
will review comm. board,
procedures, and goals in

the spring of 1991.

EVALUATION PROCEDURES: ream meeting to report outcome of meeting

Scheduled
Review Dates

1)5121/91
2)

3)

4)

Accomplished Comments:

Y N
ID 1)

U 2)

CI CI 3)

Desired Outcome 5: Maintain muscle strength, increase school and community mobility.

and
Desired Outcome 6: Monitor scoliosis.

IEP Example:
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LUCY CHOISSER AND PAUL RISME

#...L OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL

Jenny will maintain her range =tonically
through vocational activities that support
strengthening the spine,

SERVICE PROVIDERS
PUY WW1)

ftschar

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTiONAL)

Add picking up attan-
&nos slips to the MP
Vocational Domain in the
fall of 1991.

EVALUATION PROCEDURES: Mum review in the fall to see if in place

Scheduled Accomplished Comments:
RIMOW Dates y N
1) 9/25/91 a 0 1)

2) P P 2)

3) 0 0 3)

4) p p 4)

# 6 OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL
Jenny will maintain her anscle strength to

prevent scoliosis progression.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
tulnypirmro

Teacher; OT; PT

EVALUATION PROCEDURES:

Scheduled
Review Dates

1) 9-25-91

2) 1-23-92
3)

4)

Assess activities in the Fall

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

Annually consider activi
ties for:

reaching bilaterally
reaching left
rotating clockwise to

left
Accomplished Comments: 1215-16-F--- 111---01-1E-Erngrs Post

Y N carrying objects
O 0 1)

positioning arterials

o 0 2) -------Eo the right

O 0 3)

P P 4)

# 7 OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL
Jenny will maintain her health status to
maximise participation in educational
activities.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
mom/mow

Teacher w/regular

communication

with parents.

EVALUATION PROCEDURES: Annual review; teacher parent Mort

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

Tete will raview-annually-

ths amount of rest Jenny
needs during the school
cloy. Raps will be incospo-
rated Into tha daily rou-

tine

Scheduled Accomplished Comments:
1:18ViOw Dates y N
1)1/23192 0 0
2) 0 0
3) 0 0
4) 0 0

1)

2)

3)

4)

#8 OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL

independently as

resources i
SERVICE PROVIDERS

PUY PION

Teacher in con-
junction with
parents and
transportation

office.

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS

(OPTIONAL)

Teacher will assist the
family in arranging for
school bus transportation
to and from school.

Jenny will travel as

possible, using community
school buses.

EVALUATION PROCEDURES: Review in rail to check if Jenny is riding bus to school.
Scheduled Accomplished Comments:

Review Dates y N

1)9/25/91 0 0 1)

2) GI GI 2)

d) 0 0 3)

4) 0 0 4)

DNired OtiVotrIN, S irii 6 eam F lc; 4 5
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FARM' CHILDHOOD THROUGH POST-SCHOOL TRANSITION PLANNING:

A COMPREHENSIVE OUTCOMES-RASED MODEL FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION

Desired Outcome 8: Adjust to changes to next dm.

IEP example:

&.L OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL

Jenny will become IMAM% that she is attend-

ing diffrent class and will have a
diffrent teacher during tb 1991-92 school

year.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
WM by MOM

Teachers; student
visit during
school day

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

Arrange visit for
students going to the
new class

EVALUATION PROCEDURES: Team meeting to reviw outcome of visit & If other

Scheduled Accomplished Comments: activitis needed

Review Dales Y N
1) 5/21/91 ID )

2) C) 2)

3) 0 C1 3)

4) I 4)

Desired Outcome 9: Family involve Jenny in community recreation activities.

IEP Example:

LI.Q.OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL

Jenny will participate in community recre-

ational activities to increase stamina and

improve communication, peer interaction,

and behavior.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
ium by mow

Parents

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

Parents will enroll
Jenny in community rec-
reation center activi-
ties.

EVALUATION PROCEDURES: Annually at the ZIP confrence with family.

Scheduled Accomplished comments:
Review Dales Y N
1)103/92 Q f 1)

2) 1:1 2)

3) 0 3)
4) 0 0 4)
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41111=1..6

Desired Outcome 10: Family establish communication with new classroom teacher and become
oriented to new class routines.

IEP Example:

# 11 OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL
Jenny 's parents mill Increas their Under-
standing of the curriculum and schedule of
Jenny's nw class for 1991-1992.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
ium mew,

Teachers &twangy
with parents;
parents visit

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

Parants wIll visit Jenny'
class for 1991-92.

EVALUATION PROCEDURES: Teacher or parent report at tam neetin
Scheduled Accomptished

Review Dates Y N
1)5/21/91 0 0
2) 0 0
3) 0 0
4) 00

Comments:

1)

2)

3)

4)

Dpk,irNf Oulcome 10 from F iq 5
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EARLY CHILDHOOD THROUGH POST-SCHOOLTRANSITION PLANNING:

.4 COMPREHENSIVE OUTCOMES-BASEDMODEL FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION

76

Example Three:

A.J./High School Level

The third example is of a youth who is enrolled in a self-contained with integration (S.C.I.)

program in high schooland is in the middle of his junior year. He has had numerous absences

from school and has failed classes during the first part of the school year. For the purpose

of this example, the student will be referred to as A.J.

A.J. 's Long-Term Planning Worksheet with notes from the cave facilitator is provided

(Figure 4.7). As with the other examples, the case facilitator notes are summarized on the

worksheet in this example to allow the reader to more readily see the connection with the

identified desired outcomes and the worksheet.
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Figure 4.7 (1 of 2)

LUCY MASER AND PA VE, ICIBURZ

Child's Name: A. J. Date:

LONG-TERM PLANNING WORKSHEET
for Desired Outcomes

Members of the educational team (parents, student, and any involved school, AEA, and community agency personnel)
will be meeting to develop goals and SerVices that are important to be included in A.J. 's educational program
over the next few years. Please identify areas listed below that you think are important options or skill.; for A. 7. . At
the IEP conference we will discuss these areas, jointly identify desired program options and skills, and develop the IEP to
support our decisions regarding A.J., 's educational program.

Please review before the IEP meeting In order to be prepared to enter into this discussion.

gchool

Regular Education
Language Arts
Mathematics
Social Studies
Science
Physical Educaiion
Foreign Language
Home Economics
Industrial Technology
Business Education
Driver's Education

0 Electives

At Risk Program

Special Education

Support SAMCCIS

AEA
Private

Program Options

Post-School,

nt

Parttime
At Home
Military
Other

Education
Four Year College

ool
No Additional Education

Living Arrangements
's Home

Own Apartment/Home
o

Other

Notes regarding discussion or consensus: Need.reduzses to grad. with

classmates needs to determine cost of car income needed to obtain apt.

vitAsirlfriend after vaduation.

Intervention or services (time-limited or ongoing) needed fur successful transition to the next in school and postschool set-

ting. financial strerp for community college guidance counseling for career

interest aatmaamant and planning.

6 4
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EARLY CHILDHOOD THROUGH POST-SCHOOL TRANSITION PLANNING:

A COMPREHENSIVE OUTCOMES-BASED
MODEL FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION

Community Opt lons/Lelsure

Home
Cooks/bakes
Plays games (cards, checkers, pool, etc.)
Exercises
Listens to music, plays an instrument, sings

Does maintenance woilt ',house, garden, yard, car)

Reads
Relaxes/sleeps
Pursues hobbies
Cares for pet
Spends time with family
Watches TV

Other

Community
Participates in clubs, church groups

Goes dancing
Drives around
Eats out
Goes shopping
Goes to movies
Goes camping
Uses recreation facilities
Participates in individual, dual, or team sports
Jogs, power walks
Attends recreation classes
Socializes with friends/dates
Watches sporting events

Other

Transportation Options
Own car..)
Family car
Car pool
Bike
Walk
Taxi
Public transportation

Skills for Success in Desired School and
Post-School Options

Ge tudents
Gets along with adults

xens seir-contrth
Is responsible>
nitiates actMlies. routines

justs to change (routines, activities, peo
Uses ows irections, par-

ticloaee in roups, works Wone, uses study skills)

earns new slul s
Relates needs
Problem solves (considers alternative solutions)

Makes decisions
Represents self in meetings and for obtaining accom-

modations)
Travels to desired school and community locations

Notes regarding discussion or consensus about community/leisure options and transportation options:

Notes regarding discussion or consensus about skills for success:

Parent Options for information or Assistance

Understanding legal rights
Stating child's strengths and needs
Stating goals for my child

°Finding out about school and post-school program op-
tions
Talking to experienced parents about program options
Visiting program options
Preparing my child for new programs

Notes regarding discussion or consensus: Sirinfrs
on thes options .

Communicating positively with new adults who will be

involved with my child
Arranging for non-classroom community activities
Arranging transportation

OFinding out about costs of programs and sources of
financial assistance
Obtaining or coordinating needed services for my child
or our family

901 socla1 worker

A.J.'s RTP Long-Term Planning Worksheet Grades 6-12
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Figure 4.8 provides an example of the Desired Outcomes recorded on page 2 of the CEE and the
Team Recommendations for programming and support services.

ai ORANT WOOD A IE A
Eduostion Division

4401 111.10 elm* SW
Caalar Raab* IA 534044400
14111.39041110
1400412444111

Figure 4.8

Comprehensive Educational Evaluation

Teem Summery & Conclusions School Year 19 IL 92

STUDENT
(P1.40. PM) (Laar) (FM) (MI)

BIRTHDATE GRADE 11
( Day Yr)

Case Facilitator / Position Consultant, Special Education Date:

Diagnostic impressions:

Dished Outcomes: List annual/long-term outcomes. Incorporate Into IEP (I), Transition (T), and/or Modification to Regular Ed. (M)
Cods:

1, T, M

I 1. Graduate from high school by completing required courss for graduation.

2' 2. Attend the comunity college for technical training or enter the military.

2' 3. Work full-time after training; part-time during training.

2' 4. Live in own apartment

2' 5. obtain own car..

6. Get along with adults

z 7. Learn nw skills.

I 8. Adjust to changes.

Team Recommendations:

1. Continu program with a focus on graduation frau high school on sithedule.

2. Continu school social worker support services.

Options Considered /Reasons Relected: (document at IEP conference)

A.J.'s CEE page 2
CEEt Town Summery 4 Conclusions

Whits GWAEA Control File
Yellow Lacs, School District
Pink Parent 8/91
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EARLY CHILDHOOD THROUGH POST-SCHOOL TRANSITION PLANNING:

A COMPREHENSIVE OUTCOMES-BASED MODEL FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION

Figure 4.9 provides an example of how the IEP Transition Planning present level of

performance and goal statement could be written to reflect the team's consensus of long-term

outcomes and translate those outcomes into a goal statement that can be reviewed and addressed

annually within the IEP.

12!) GRANT WOOD ANA
SpIP00 EdUC4000 0101000
4401 44111040 SW
Gap 1.14004. IA 52404440
1411404700
1400432440

Name:
A. J.

Individualized Education Program Goals and Objectives

Todays Date

Blrthdate: Grade: 11
(114 Coy Vi)

GOAL AREA (from cover sheet) Tr ansi tion Planning Projected Duration
1-23-91 - 1-23-92

(Excludes School Vacations/Foams School Calandar)

PRESENT LEVELS OF PERFORMANCE: (Statements describing the student's present achievementand/or behaviors In observable and

measurabie terms.) A. J. has numerous absences and failed classes first semester this year and his

likelihood of graduating on schedule is
diminishing. Be currently lives at home and works part-

time at a gas station; he does not know his hourly wage. R. does not know the cost of obtaining

and maintaining a car or of renting an apartment and paying utilitis and other living costs.

Rim parents ar supportive but ar focused on getting A. J. to school and, as family, they have

don no long-term planning or identified avenus to help A.J. reach his goals.

GOAL STATEMENT: (A goal is stated for each area checked on the cover page of this IEP. The goal should clearly specify the anticipated

019(10810 To assist A.J. and his family attain A. J. ' s desired long-term outcomes of living in

an apartment, owning a car, attending technical training or the military, and subsequently work-

ing full-time and being self-supporting.

DATE REVIEWED ACCOMPLISHED NOT ACCOMPLISHED COMMENTS:

A,J.'s Transition Planning Goal Statement
sa Individual Education Program Goals and Objectives

41Mi.

8/91

Examples of IEP objectives written to addiess desired outcomes that are to be included in the

transition planning goal area of the IEP (see Code T in left hand column on page 2 of CEE [Figure

4.8]) are provided below. Objectives related tograduation were incluual under the goal area Study

Skills in his IEP. A desired outcome as listed in Figure 4.8 is followed by a sample IEP objective.

Desired Outcome 2: Attend the communir, college for technical training or enter the military.

TEP example:
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a 1 OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL
lawatutaraallEast=fiesaaadarzw. R.J. will
visit Kirkwood College in C.R. and talk to
an advisor about programs in industrial
technology.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
NO by /Nifty

A.J. parents
STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS

(OPTIONAL)

Review with counslor
present job and inter-
sts to narrow/focus
interest/ability

EVALUATION PROCEDURES: Appointment kpt
Scheduled Accomplished Comments:

Review Dates Y N
1) 0 0

0
0
13

1)

2) 0 2)
3) 0 3)
4) 0 4)

X__2_ OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL
A . J. will participate in an intake inter-
view with a Voc. Rehab. counslor to dis-
cuss vocational education services.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
liji IF/ IMMO

A.J. and parents
STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS

(OPTIONAL)

Review transcript and
interests, abilitis

EVALUATION PROCEDURES: Appointment ke t
Scheduled Accomplisiled Comments:

Review Dates Y N
1) 0 0 1)

2) 0 0 2)
3) 3)
4) 4)

X 3 OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL
A.J. will explore financial aid available
should ho chaotic: to enroll in a cours of
study at Kirkwood, Cedar Rapids campus.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
MI by wain)

A.J. his
Intent&

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

Visit to Kirkwood and
talk with Financial Aid
officer

EVALUATION PROCEDURES: Appointment kept
Scheduled Accomplished Comments:

Review Dates

1)

2)
3)
4)

Y NO 0O 0O 0O 0

1)
2)
3)
4)

a_t__ OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL
A.J. will discuss financial opportunities
after high school with both employment and
further education

SERVICE PROVIDERS
(Ub witIon)

A.J., nowssoling
office sot ap-
pointments

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

Contact &MA and Voc.
Rehab. counselor

EVALUATION PROCEDURES: Appointment kept
Scheduled Accomplished Comments:

Review Dates Y NO 0O 0O 0
U

1)
2)
3)
4)

1)
2)
3)
4)

a_j OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL
an Amy recsuitor to see

are available through milt-
and will take edlitary Apti-

SERVICE PROVIDERS
miloyssio4A.J. i ferents

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
OWTIONAQ

A.J. understands he must
have a diploma" before
being recruited for
military srvice.

A. J. will contact
what options
Cary service
tude test.

E_%2LVAQr1ONPRUntaleraken
Scheduled Accomplished

Review Dates

1)
Y N0 00 0
0 00 0

Comments:

1)
2) 2)
3) 3)
4) 4)

Dr"-orN1 dtslcorni. 110111 F iq 1 M

SS

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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EARLY CHILDHOOD THROUGH POST-SCHOOL TRANSITION PLINNING:

A COMP REHENSIVE OUTCOMES-BASED MODEL FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION

Desired Outcome 3: Work full-time after training; part-time during training.

IEP example:
-=1101/

k 6 OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL
A.J. will complete an inventory to deter-

mine interest and ability for areas of

employment

SERACEPROVIDERS
(th14 WINN

school counselor,

Kirkwood College

STRATEGIESANDMATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

Discuss with counselor
ppropriateness of apti-

tude val. at Kirkwood;
review results of inven-

tory with counselor

EVALUATION PROCEDURES: Inventory completed and evaluated

Scheduled
Review Dates

1)

Accomplished

y
0

N
0
p
0
p

Comments:

1)

2) 2)

3) 0 3)

4) 4)

l_L OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL

=wail21maing.:.
A.J. will determine what his income would

be If his emloyment at the gas station

were full-time.

SERVICE PROVIDERS STRATEGIESANDMATERIALS
NI 0/ WNW KIPTIONAO

A.J., Mesource Talk to station owner;

teacher mmy need to contact Jab
Service to determine

deductions withheld from

av

EVALUATION PROCEDURES: Wages minus deductions calculated

Scheduled Accomplished Comments:

Review Dates y N
1) p O 1)

2) 0 0 2)

3) 0 0 2)

4) p 4)

111111111011111
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Desired Outcome 8: Live in own apartment.

IEP example:

# 8 OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL

LigIngAssagegoantal
A.J. will budget monaky living expenses
for Independent housing, transportation

and food, based upon full-tiee employment

at the gas station.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
odb, plow

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

A.J., teacher Ask eeployer how much

$/hr. he is making

Calculate of incase

for living expenses.

EVALUATION PROCEDURES: Completed budget

Scheduled
Review Dates

1)

Accomplished

sti
p

N
p
CI

CI
CI

Comments:

1)

2) [I 2)

3) CI 3)

4) [I 4)

#.1_ OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL

A.J. will look at available apartments in

and will explore cost of monthly rent

and utilities.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
lumwamigni

A.J. and parents

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OFMONAL)

Cneck ads in newspaper,

may need to contact

phone, water, electric &

gas companies.

EVALUATION PROCEDURES:

Scheduled Accomplished
Review Dates V N

rtments visited / costs calculated

Comments:

1) CI CI 1)

2) CI CI 2)

3) CI CI 3)

4) C3 CI 4)

Desired Outcome 8 from Fig 4 8

11=1111111111
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EARLY CHILDHOOD THROUGH POST-SCHOOL TRANSITION NANNING:

A COMPREHENSIVE OUWOMES-BASED MODEL FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION

Desked Outcome 5: Obtain own car.

IEP example:

#10 OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA LEVEL
'fatality:
A.J. and his parents will discuss his need
for a car and the cost to purchase, in-
sure, and maintain it.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
NM poem

A.J. and his
parents

STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
(OPTIONAL)

Check ads in newspaper,
visit used car dealers,
contact insurance agent.

EVALUATION PROCEDURES: Costs calculated.

Scheduled Accomplished Comments:
Review Dates Y N
1) 0 I)
2) 0 0 2)

3) CI Ca 3)
4) 4)

84

Desired Outcome 5 I ram Fig 4 8
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Summary and Recommendations for Developing IEP Objectives

The three examples can only illustrate ways particular teams have determined to address individual
desired outcomes of particular students. As educators gain more experience in approaching
educational intervention in terms of long-term, desired outcomes and designing interventions to
address these goals, we will learn much about the most useful and efficient way for teachers and
team members to include these activities within the IEP and educational process. These examples
are offered as just that; teachers and team members are encouraged to design educational
interventions and MP's that best meet their student's needs and are useful to the personnel involved
in implementing the IEP goals.

Educators are advised to write the objectives in behavioral, outcome-related terms related to the
desired outcomes identified in the CEE process. All of the examples above did not fulfill the
advice regarding student-centered, behavioral teims, but did address the identified desired
outcomes. Rather than referring to the previous examples, it may be more useful to view the writing
of the ol-jective from the perspective of what the objective is intended to accomplish. For the
purpose of this discussion, lets us consider a few examples.

A typical occurrence is a student who does not have occupational areas of interest developed or
is unable to assess those without some assistance. So the team writes the following objective,
"Ralph will take an interest inventory with the guidance counselor." The student then takes the
inventory and at IEP rzwiew the team marks accomplished. Because time has passed since the
objective was written, they may or may not review the original intent (i.e., the student has
identified, preferred areas of occupational interest). However, if the team had phrased the
objective, "Ralph will identify his preferences for occupational areas", listed the guidance
counselor as a service provider, and the inventory as a strategy, the team would be more apt to
review based on the intended outcome and develop alternative strategies if the original strategy did
not meet the intent.

Anothei .ommon objective seen on student MP's is, "Refer to DVR." The purpose of the referral
is not clear. Could it be for support for postsecondary educational support, job training, evaluation,
or exactly which service? Again, it is preferable to phrase the objectives in terms of the intent so
if DVR services are unable to meet that intent or if the student is not eligible for DVR services, other
strategies could be explored.

9 2
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ChgaeLS

.111

POST SCHOOL
COMMUNITY ADJUSTMENT IN THE LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONMENT

Interagency Collaboration Follow-Along / Follow-Up
Program Evaluation and Consumer Satisfaction

k

Chapter Two outlined the Area 10 Transition Planning Procedure as well as specific consider-
ations which are addressed as students move through the educational system. The end result of
such planning is to prepare individuals to move from the educational service system into preferred
community options. Chapter Five will review specific post-school considerations which support
community adjustment for individuals with disabilities.

Community Adjustment

in the Least Restrictive Environment

Initial activities and focus at this level are on the adjustment of the graduate to the desired
educational and/or community options that were identified while in school and for which the
student was prepared. The graduate's success and any time-limited or ongoing services to support
that success are reviewed regularly during the fffst year post-school for students whoare obtaining
services from an adult service agency or educational institution. For students whoare not affiliated
with such an agency, the graduate's status is rev ie Wed and assistance offered at a six-month follow-
along contact by members of the Transition Advisory Committee. At this point, unless the
graduate is in a training program, the focus is on present adjustment and satisfaction with his/her
current status rather than a preparatory focus that is expected when the graduate was a student in
the educational system. Ideally, the student, with family involvement, hasa school developed plan
they are using to obtain and/or maintain post-school desired outcomes.

This chapter addresses organizational structures and activities that can support community
adjustment post-school.

11111111111
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Interagency Collaboration

Perhaps the greatest strength of transition efforts in Area 10 has been the interagency collaboration

and cooperation elicited from community service providers,educators, administrators and family

members. The vehicle for this collaboration and cooperation has been the Transition Advisory

Committee (TAC). The TAC provides a foundation which facilitates interagency cooperation,
communication and linkage. If transition efforts are to be successful it is imperative that a strong

advisory committee be in place. See Appendix B for specific strategies for developing a Transition

Advisory Committee.

The Transition Advisory Committee is the mechanism for operationalizing and coordinating the

ongoing commitment to develop and enhance resources which support transition services and

option availability for students with disabilities. The TAC provides a monthly forum for the

discussion of the many complex issues that are associated withthe development of a more effective

transition planning process and the initiatives which strengthen and support that process.

Role of the Transition Advisory Committee

A Transition Advisory Committee addresses multiple concerns. It is a group that plans, initiates,

and coordinates action. No single agency controls the direction or decisionmaking of the group.

The TAC is held together by shared ownership and a common vision. In addition, the TAC:

Provides a forum for educators and adult providers to share information regarding

the types of services they provide.

Identifies service delivery gaps.

Develops and submits cooperative grants to address service delivery gaps.

Assists in the development, implementation, monitoring, and evaluation of transi-
tion planning procedures.
Evaluates transition planning efforts by conducting follow-up and follow-along
contacts with special education graduates.

Sponsors and provides information dissemination efforts to a range of audiences
regarding transition planning, service options, and related issues.

Plans and implements cooperative strategies to increase public awareness of the
transition needs of students and outcomes of graduates with disabilities.

Acts as a forum for cooperative, area-wide planning and the development of
interagency agreements among various service providers.

Oversees and provides input into transition related products developed in Area 10.

In summary, area transition activities are developed and supported with the involvement of
members of the Transition Advisory Committee. The key to a healthy Transition Advisory
Committee is the development of a level of cooperation, trust, communication, and linkage among
the key agencies that allows the TAC to function in these roles.
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Key collaborative activities

The TAC has engaged in many activities which have been effective in helping the TAC meet its
goals. In this section key transition activities conducted by the TAC in Area 10 are described under
the following areas:

1. Establishment of the Area 10 Transition Advisory Committee

2. Development of transition planning procedures

3. Increasing/enhancing an array of service options

4. Information dissemination efforts

5. Public relations and marketing

6. Impacting rural service delivery and options

7. Collaboration

8. Follow-along and follow-up of graduates from special education and program
evaluation

Each of these key TAC activity areas is described briefly below.

TAC Key Activity Area 1:
Establishment of the Area 10 Transition Advisory Committee.
The establishment of an advisory committee by a group of area educators, service providers,
parents and administrators is the first step an agency or area group considers in initiating tran-
sition activities. The TAC is able to assess local need, identify resources, prioritize activities,
and coordinate transition activities into a cohesive system. The development of a committee is
discussed in Appendix B.

TAC Key Activity Area 2:
Development of transition planning procedures.
Transition planning procedures are typically an early and ongoing activity of the TAC. The
procedures define the content of transition planning, how transition participants interact in the
process, and how the plans are incorporated into the system. Area 10's transition planning pro-
cedures as developed to date by the TAC are described in Chapter Two.

TAC Key Activity Area 3:
Increasing/enhancing an array of service options.
Transition planning activities assume options exist to which the students may transition. A
major TAC activity is to develop and strengthen an array of adult service and resource options
so students do in fact have viable options. The activities for increasing/enhancing options that
have been addressed in Area 10 include:

a. Post-Secondary Education Activities
1. Develop Project Vital, a post-secondary educational option at the community

college for students with disabilities.

2. Provide support, information, and referrals to Project Vital.
b. Recreational-Leisure Activities

1. Participate in local committees of teachers, parents, TAC members and city
recreation personnel to explore alternative uses of non-work time for adults

)5
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with disabilities. Many individuals work odd hours and often have not devel-

oped ways to spend non-work hours during the day when friends and family

members are working, or for those in group homes, group home supervision is

not available.

c. Living Arrangement Activities

1. Advocate for the development of smaller residential options for persons with

disabilities, especially in the more rural counties.

d. Employment Activities
1. Participate in innovative projects. For example, the TAC collaborated with

Options of Linn County, the local schools, GWAEA, and the Iowa Bureau of

Special Education in a project to develop and demonstrate procedures to assist

young people with moderate and severe/profound disabilities to transition to

supported employment situations (Steele, et al., 1990).

2. Collaborate with local schools, GWAEA, rehabilitation facilities, and the Uni-

versity of Iowa and support federally funded projects in the area. For ex-

ample, TAC members collaborate with a federally funded project providing
supported employment to seniors with disabilities in a dispersed heteroge-

neous placement model.

3. Advocate for e.ommunity based employment options for persons with disabili-

ties.

4. Communicate with Kirkwood Community College Handicapped Services Pro-

gram, specifically the Job Coach Training aspect, as to consume:. needs and to
obtain training for school and service provider job coaching personnel.

5. Communicate with the state supported employment task force of the Iowa

Transition Initiative.

TAC Key Activity Area Four:
Information dissemination efforts.
Educators, parents, service providers, students and administrators require information about the

transition planning process, educational and service options, and area resources in order to
participate in transition planning and to improve transition related services. The Area 10 TAC

recognizes that there is no one "magical" strategy and that TAC members must have an array of
information dissemination strategies at their disposal. The TAC has disseminated such informa-

tion in some of the following ways:

a. Utilize the AEA LINKER, an area-wide newspaper, as a means to disseminate
transition information to all educators in Area 10. The LINKER includes a spe-

cific transition section which is edited by the Transition Specialists with content

provided by the TAC.

b. Provide content to the Parent Educator Partnership (PEP) Newsletter as a means to
provide information to parents and increase awareness of workshops, courses, etc.,

which may be available.

c. Develop a two-hour staff development course on transition and transition planning

offered through the AEA Staff Development Program.

d. Offer building, district, or county informational forums on transition planning and
related issues. Upon request, these forums are developed and delivered by TAC
members. Information on the availability of these forums is made known through

the various newsletters. f;
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e. Offer the NEXT STEPS course, a fifteen-hour course in educational advocacy for
parents and educators.

E Develop an area service directory. This directory outlines adult service providers
in the area and is provided to parents and educators. The directory is kept current
through the inclusion of a one page insert in the LINKER newspaper.

g. Offer a Future Fair or Transition Fair for students and parents.

h. Develop a toll-free information and referral service. The United Way Information
and Referral Service and Area 10 Transition Advisory Committee coordinate ef-
forts to expand the information provided through the existing area wide toll-free
number to he responsive to calls from teams, families, or persons with disabilities
to identify needed resources. Provide training to I&R personnel regarding com-
munity services available for persons with disabilities and identify persons in each
county to serve as local resource persons to I&R personnel.

I. Provide an I&R informational and referral brochure and a billfold sized card with
the toll-free number to all seniors and their parents at the senior staff out confer-
ence.

TAC Key Activity Area Five:
Public relations and marketing.
Members of the TAC realized that cemmunity awareness of transition activities, our goals, and
successes is important for community support of our educational and service programs and of our
students and graduates as they seek their place in the community as adults. The TAC engages in
the following activities to increase community support and awareness:

a. Establish a PR/Marketing subcommittee of TAC.

b. Establish a dialogue with local TV, radio, print media.

C. Communicate importance of transition planning and the need to have supports
available in the community for persons with disabilities.

d. Submit letters to the editor and guest columns to the newspapers on transition re-
lated issues.

e. Communicate through existing commudity service organizations, (i.e., Civitan,
Chamber of Commerce, Public Relations Association).

TAC Key Activity Area Six:
Impacting rural service delivery and options.
Any service delivery area consists of a mixture of educational and service agencies funded and
organized through a combination of federal, state, area, and county organizational structures. In
Area 10 seven counties have joined together to address services and student outcomes across these
organizational structures. However, local issues are not always adequately addressed by the area
wide TAC. Therefore, one activity of the TAC !s to assist in forming local transition advisory
groups by county to address local priorities and resource allocation. The TAC:

a. Assures that each county has representation on the Area 10 Transition Advisory
Committee.

b. Identifies specific individuals in each county willing to serve as resource persons
to the United Way Information and Referral Service.

C. Assists in developing local transition advisory groups in the five rural counties
within AEA 10. Through communication and collaboration among the County

9 7
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Board of Supervisors, educators, parents and adult service providers, the county's
specific needs can be identified and strategies can be generated at a local level.

Local transition advisory committees may also provide:

1. A communication bridge to the Area 10 TAC; an opportunity tc, address global
rural issues across counties at the Area 10 TAC;

2. A vehicle for information dissemination efforts;

3. Local input and impact on the development and implementation of transition

plans for students;

4. Local follow-along/follow-up of local graduates; and

5. A vehicle to impact long-term planning in each county by identifying needed

resources.

TAC Key Aeivity Area Seven:
Collaboration.
Members of the Area 10 Transition Advisory Committee are effective in thzir efforts in part due

to their ability to collaborate with local and state individuals in the area of transition. This active

involvement includes some of the following activities:

a. Advise, support and assist in the development of all initiatives related to transition

in our area.

b. Collaborate with area educators, parents, and community service providers.

c. Collaborate with Iowa Transition Initiative and State Bureau of Education person-

nel.

d. Encourage participation of community service providers in transition planning

meetings.

e. Support and advocate for transition related initiatives such as statewide system
change grants.

TAC Key Activity Area Eight:
Follow-Along/Follow-Up and Program Evaluation.
Assisting graduates in need of assistance and measuring the effectiveness ofschool and transition
programming and processes are critical activities in which the TAC members participate. The
TAC members base their degree and type of involvement in TAC key activities one through seven

based on the information gained through follow-along/follow-up and other program evaluation

activities. Follow-along, follow-up, and program evaluation as implemented in Area 10 is
discussed in the remainder of this chapter.

In summary, the Transition Advisory Committee provides the foundation for transition efforts

in Area 10. The committee is the key to facilitating cooperation and communication and linking

key service systems. It is hoped that this chapter provides a briefoverview of recommendations
and strategies found to be successful in meeting many of owe goals. Specific information relating

to any of the strategies or activities outlined can be obtained by contacting the Transition
Specialists in Area 10.
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Follow-Along/Follow-Up

The true success of any planning process can best be measured by the outcomes of individuals who
have had the benefit of receiving transition planning and the needed services. Typically, a follow-
up study is the tool used to investigate what happens to a group of students after an event has
occurred (Levine, Allen, & Wysocki, 1986). As students with disabilities exit school with the
benefit of transition planning as part of the lEP, one measure of the efficacy/effectiveness of the
transition planning process and the educational system is information gathered from follow-up
contacts with our graduates. Assessing the status of former students is impt, -tant in several
respects. It allows the system to (Kearns, 1990):

1. Gather information which will enable educators to better prepare students for post
school success.

2. Document continuing needs of former students as a means to impact curricula and
school practices.

3. Build a data base which may impact or influence public policies.

4. Determine which aspects of the planning process need to be modified.
5. Review the adult needs of persons with disabilities and attempt to determine prior

to graduation which community service providers might assist in the transition
process.

6. Provide a mechanism for providing follow-along support and a vehicle to provide
opportunities for individuals to reenter service systems.

7. Determine "constuner satisfaction" with their present situation.

In this section a recommended time line of the follow-up process is provided. Follow-along
services to provide opportunities for graduates to obtain assistanceas adults are incorporated into
the follow-up process. A description of the tools and steps used to develop the process is then
described.

Time Line

1. Early Childhood High School

a. Long term educational plans are developed and refmed based on identified
family, student, and team desired outcomes.

b. Specific transition planning activities are included in the lEP

c. During High School, an objective is included on the transition planning goal
page that follow-along contacts will be made by members of the TAC at desig-
nated intervals.

2. Senior Staff Out

a. Case facilitator (in Area 10 the Consultant or Work Experience Coordinator is
the case facilitator) completes the Student Information: Follow-along.

b. Case facilitator provides brochure and wallet-size card from United Way In-
formation Services.

9 9
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c. Case facilitator informs the student that someone from the TAC will be con-

tacting them in 6 months to see how they are doing and if any assistance is

needed. Tells the student additional contacts will take place at 1 year, 18

months, and 2 years after they graduate.

d. Case facilitator informs the student that should they have difficulties they can

contact I & R and/or the agency with whom they are involved.

e. Transition specialist(s) conducts student record reviews to determine the de-

gree and type of transition planning occurring within the educational system in

Area 10 (this is a program evaluation activity that occurs every three years).

3. Follow-up/Follow-along contacts

a. Six Months/18 Months Post Graduation. Telephone contacts are made by

TAC members involving a limited number of questions pertaining to the fol-

lowing issues: (a) work/school status; (b) living situation; (c) social/leisure;

and (d) needed assistance. If assistance is needed a verbal referral is made or

other helpful information shared.

b. One Year/2 Years Post Graduation. TAC members secure another release of

information, complete face-to-face interview with the graduates, and provide

information about any needed assistance.

Tools and Process

This section will examine the steps involved in the development and implementation of th follow-

along/follow-up process in Area 10.

Step One:
Establish objectives of and roles in process:

The first step in the development of the follow-up/follow-along process was the establishment of

the goals or objectives of our process. TheTransition Advisory Committee identified two primary

goals for this component:

1. To collect information which would aisist in modifying and enhancing the current

planning procedure.

2. To design a manageable process to collect information and provide a vehicle for

follow-along assistance to graduates.

In addition, the roles of the Transition Specialists and the Transition Advisory Committee were

delineated. The role of the Transition Specialists is to:

1. Coordinate all aspects of project.

2. Develop in collaboration with the TAC interview tools and related protocols.

3. Chair the TAC follow-up/follow-along subcommittee.

4. Provide training on conducting follow-along/follow-up interviews.

The role of members of the Transition Advisory Committee is to:

1. Serve in advisory role to all aspects of the process.

2. Assist in developing student interview forms.
(1
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3. Conduct student interviews post graduation.

4. Identify time lines and strategies to be included in the follow-up/follow-along pro-
cess.

Step Two:
Design data collection tools:
Based on the objectives of the follow-up/follow-along project, instruments are developed to
provide pertinent useable information. Data collection tools developed in Area 10 include
Information from School Records, Degree of Transition Planning, Interview, and Interviewer
Handbook (See Appendix C). These tools were developed with input from the TAC, Pat Sitlington,
Iowa Department of Education, the Iowa Statewide Follow-Up Survey Questionnaire (Iowa
Department of Education,1988), and the Iowa Transition Initiative Interagency Development
Committee.

Step Three:
Identify graduates and gather identifying information:
An area may decide to interview all graduates or a sample of graduates from a given year. A sample
may be appropriate for the follow-up purposes; however, for follow-along activities it is suggested
that all students be included. Identifying information is obtained in two ways:

1. Basic identifying information is recorded on the Student Information: Follow-
along form (Appendix C) at the Senior Staff Out conference for each graduate. In
Area 10 the Consultant, Special Education or the Work Experience Coordinator
serve as the case facilitator for the conference and record this information and re-
turn it to the Transition Specialists.

2. The latarafitangfig n_Eamine form (Appendix C) is used to obtain data on
the deiree of transition planning that has occurred, the consideration of transition
related objectives in the students' IEPs, and school and community participation in
the lEP and planning process. This information is useful for sharing with educa-
tors regarding their cunent practice and areas in which they may wish to focus for
improvement in order to better address post-school needs of their students. Infor-
mation gleaned from this review in Area 10 was used to strengthen the existing
transition planning process by starting long-term planning earlier; using the 3 year
re-evaluation as a vehicle to assist in developing long-term plans; and focusing on
long-term desired outcomes for students. This type of record review may be con-
ducted every two or three years rather than annually.

Step Four:
Train interviewers:
In Area 10, members of the TAC conduct the interviews with the graduates.

In order to prepare for data collection, it is necessary to train the interviewers in interview
techniques and how to probe for further information if necessary. In addition, confidentiality
should be explained to each participant in the study. Confidentialitycan be maintained even though
name, addresses and phone numbers need to be shared with the interviewers.

Transition Specialists provide training to TAC members on the administration of graduate
interviews. TAC members are provided Interviewer Handbooks and Interview Forms (Appendix
C) for the individuals assigned 7o them.
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Step Eve:
Conduct the interviews:
All surveys are completed within a 2-month time frame over the summer. Some important aspects

to consider when conducting the survey include the following:

1. Telephone contact with each student should be attempted at various times of the

day, evening and week to arrange a face to face interview. If a face to face inter-

view cannot be scheduled, a telephone interview may be completed.

2. It is important to note each attempt made as well as the time of day. Subsequent

attempts should be made at different times and on a different day of the week.

3. The data collection process and procedures cannot be overlooked and must be

taken seriously in order for the data to provide reiiable and valid information.

Step Six:
Compile, analyze and report the results:
All completed surveys are compiled and reviewed to insure that all information has been obtained

and the correct number of responses for each item has been selected. Results are analyzed in light

of the purpose of the study and displayed in a format that allows a variety of readers or viewers to

see needed changes and positive outcomes. Avenues to discuss the results and plan with different

groups are arranged so the data is indeed useful and used.

Area 10 developed, field-tested, and refined this follow-along/follow-up process and accompany-

ing tools with the Area 10 graduates from the class of 1990. Although the information gained has

met our goals for the process, one question regarding any follow-up data continues to be

unsatisfactorily answered. That question is, "What outcomes indicate success?" The difficulty is

that we can only defme success based on our values about what are good versus not good outcomes.

In considering this issue, we have come to believe successful outcomes are individual for each

student and no outcome can be defined successful or unsuccessful without considering the

outcomes that are desired by the student and his/her family and their satisfaction with outcomes

once experienced as graduates. For example, living at home with one's parents may be successful

for one student but considered unsuccessful for another.

As teams become more proficient at identifying and recording desired outcomes within the IEP,

individual desired outcomes can be transferred to the follow-along/follow-up questionnaire. Post-

school outcomes for each individual can then be compared to the previously identified desired

outcomes as a measure of success and the effectiveness of our educational and planning systems.

11111111111111
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Program Evaluation and Consumer Satisfaction

Follow-up data and the comparison of individual &sired and obtained post-school outcomes as
proposed in the preceding section offer measures for program effectiveness and consumer
satisfaction. Although this type of evaluation is long overdue and is a necessary component,
attention to program effectiveness and consumer satisfaction need to be addressed throughout the
model levels.

Although we are opposed to an evaluation process that is costly or uses resources that are better
devoted to educational planning and intervention, we do advocate for attention to effective
programming and consumer satisfaction throughout the Area 10 Transition Model levels. We
attempt to address evaluation through the model process rather than create an additional system.
Some of the model processes that address program evaluation and consumer satisfaction include:

1. Activities to include the student and family and their preferences;

2. Inclusion of transition planning into IEP planning and the PEP;

3. Supporting implementation assumptions such as school improvement, availability
of an array of service options, collaborative teaming, and interagency collabora-
tion;

4. Student record review to deter!, ;.;.ne levels of area-wide model implementation;

5. Follow-along with and follow-up of graduates;

6. Parent participation on the Transition Advisory Committee and school commit-
tees; and

7. Opportunities for positive education/family relationships through training and ac-
tivities and services of the Area 10 Parent Educator Partnership program.
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EARLY ailIDROOD MOWN ropusegool, TRANSMON PLANNING:

A COMPREHENSIVE OVICOMESBASED
MODEL POE SPECIAL EXICATIOPI

Child's Name:

LONG-TERM PLANNING WORKSHEET
for Desired Outcomes

Date:

Members of the educations] team (parents and any Involved school, AEA, and community agency personnel) will be

meeting to develop goaIs and services that are Important to be included In 's educational program over the

next few years. Please identify areas listed below that you think are important options or skills for . At the IEP

conference We will discuss these areas, Jointly identify desired program options and skills, and develop the IEP to support

our decisions regardtng 's educational program.

Please review before the IEP meeting in order to be prepared to enter into this discussion.

Program Options

BONI&
Community Education and Care

In Home Child Care
Day Care Center
Pre-School
Head Start
At Risk Program

Early Childhood Special Education
Fleant Child Groups
At Home Program
Special Education Classroom

Support Services
AEA
Private

Other:

Ag211.frla
Regular Education

Reading
Language Arts
Mathematics
Social Studies
Science
Physical Education
Art

Music
Before/After School Program
M Risk Program

Special Education

Private School

Support Services
AEA
Private

Notes regarding discussion or consensus:

we

Intervention or services (time-limited or ongoing) needed for successful transition to the next program or educational set-

ting(3):
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Community Options
&dicks Mali

Play with neighborhood friends
Religious services/prograr:is
Camp
Sports (swimming, soccer, gymnastics, etc.)
Lessons (music, dance, art, etc.)
Ulxaty
Clubs (scouting, etc.)
Family outings (eating out, shopping, parks, etc.)
Family events (visiting friends and relatives,
family occasions)
Care for a pet
Pursue a hobby
Play board games
Motor activity (shoot baskets, jump rope,
ride bike, etc.)

Transportation Options
Car
Walk
Bike
School bus or van
Community transportation system

Skills for Success for Desired Program and
Community Options

Use self cam skills (dressing, eating, tolleting)
Use school success skills (lunch, playground, building
orientation)
Use classroom success skills (follow directions, partici-
pate in groups, work alone)
Problem solve (consider alternative solutions)

a responsible for personal belongings
.nitiate activities, routines
Adjust to changes (routines, activities, people)
Relate needs
Make choices
Get along with children
Play alone and with others
Travel to identified school and community locations
Other:

Notes regarding discussion or consensus about community and transportation options:

Notes r garchng discussion or consensus about skills for success:

Parent Options for information or Assistance

Understanding assessment, eligibility for special educa-
tion services, labels
Understanding legal rights
Stating child's strengths and needs
Stating goals for my child
Finding out about program options
Talking to experienoed parents about program options
Visng program options
Preparing my child for new programs

Notes regarding discussion or consensus:

Communicating positively with new adults who will be
involved with my child
Arranging for non-classroom community activities
Arranging for child care
Arranging transportation
Finding out about costs of programs and sources of
financial assistance
Obtaining or coordinating needed services for my child
or our family

MMI.MINNegg

Worksheet for Early Childhood and Grades K-5
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A COMPEREENIVE OUTCOMILS4ASED
MODEL POR SPECIAL EDUCATION

Child's Name:

LONG-TERM PLANNING WORKSHEET
for Desired Outcomes

Date:

Members of the educational team (parents, student, and any Involved school, AEA, and community agency personnel)

will be meeting to develop goals and services that are important to be included in 's educational program

over the next few years. Please identify areas listed below that you think are hnportent options or skills for . At

the IEP conference we will discuss these areas, jointly identify desired program options and skills, and develop the IEP to

support our decisions regarding 's educational program.

Please review before the IEP meeting in order to be prepared to enter into this discussion.

&big
Regular Education

Language Arts
Mathematics
Social Studies
Science
Physical Education
Foreign Language
Home Economics
Industrial Technology
Business Education
Driver's Education
Electives

At Risk Program

Special Education

Support Services
AEA
Private

Program Options
Einachgel
Employment

Full-time
Part-time
At Home
Military
Other

Education
Four Year College
Two Year College
Tech/Trade School
Other Type of School
No Additional Education

Living Arrangements
Parent's or Relative's Home
Own Apartment/Home
Donnhory
Other

Notes regarding discussion or consensus:

Intervention or services (time-limited or ongoing) needed for successful transition to the next In school and post-school set-

tings:

110
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Community Opt lons/Le:sure

Home
Cook/bake
Play games (cards, checkers, pool, etc.)
Exercise
Listen to music, play an instrument, sing
Do maintenance work (house, garden, yard, car)
Read
Re lax/sieep
Pursue hobbies
Care for pet
Spend time with family
Watche TV
Other

Community
Participate in clubs, church groups
Go dandng
Drive around
Eat out

Go shoPPIng
Go to movies

Go camPincl
Use recreation facilities
Participate in individual, dual, or team sports
Jog, power walk
Attend recreation classes
Socialize with friends/dates
Watch sporting events
Other

Notes regarding discussion or consensus about

Transportation Options
Own car
Family car
Car pool
Bike
Walk
Taxi
Public transportation

SIdlis tor Success hi Desired School and
Poet-School Options

Get along with students
Get along with adults
Exert self control
Be responsible
initiate activities, routines
Adjustio change (routines, activities, people)
Use classroom success skills (follow directions, partici-
pate in groups, wort( alone, use study skills)
Loam new skills.
Relate needs
Problem solve (consider aftemative solutions)
Make decisions
Represent self in meetings and for obtaining accommo-
dations
Travel to desired school and community locations

rnunity/leisure options and transportation options:

Notes regarding discussion or conrensus about skills for success:

Parent Options for Information or Assistance
Understanding legal rights
Stating child's strengths and needs
Stating goals for my child .

Finding out about school and post-school program op-
tions
Talking to experienced parents about program options
Visiting program options
Preparing my child for new programs

Communidding positively with new adults who will be
involved with my child
Arranging for non-classroom community activities
Manging transportation
Finding out about costs of programs and sources of
financial assistance
Obtaining or coordinating needed services for my child
or our family

Notes regarding discussion or consensus:

11.0Nomiaasw

RTP Long-Tortn Planning Worksheet Grades 6-12
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A COMPREEENSIVE INITCOAMSBASED MODEL P 0 R SPECIAL EDUCATION

Child's Name:
Date:

LONG-TERM PLANNING WORKSHEET
for Desired Outcomes

-ibers of the educational team (parents, student, and any involved school, AEA, and community agency personnel)

will be deeting to develop goals and Services that are important to be included in 's educational program

over the next few years. Pkase identify areas listed below that you think are important options or skills for . At

the IEP conference we will discuss these areas, jointly identify desirad program options and skills, and develop the IEP to

support our decisions regarding 'b educational program.

Please review before the IEP meeting in order to be prepared to enter into this discussion.

B&W
Regular Education

Language Arts
Mathematics
Social Studies
Science
Physical Education
Foreign Language
Home Economics
Industrial Technology
Business Education
Driver's Education
Electives

At Risk Program

Spcial Education

Support Services
AEA
Private

Program Options

Egatabsigl
Employment

Full-time
Part-time
At Home
Military
Rehabilitation Facility
Other

Education
Four Year College
Two Year College
TechJTrade School
Other Type of School
No Additional Education

Living Anangements
Parent's or Relative's Home
Own ApartmenVHome
Dormitory
Supervised Apartment
Group Home
Other

Notes regarding discussion or consensus:

Intervention or services (time-limited or ongoing) needed for successful transition to the next in school and post-school set-

tings:

112
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Community Options / Leisure

Home
Cookfbake
Play games (cards, checkers, pool, etc.)
Exercise
Listen to music, play an Instrument, sing
Do maintenance work (house, garden, yard, car)
Read
Relax/sleep
Pursue hobbies
Care for pet
Spend time with family
Watch TV
Other

Community
Participate in clubs, church groups
Go dancing
Drive around
Eat out
Go shopping
Go to movies
Go camping
Use recreation facilites
Participate in individual, dual, or team sports
Jog, power walk
Attend recreation dasses
Socialize with Mends/dates
Watch sporting events
Other

Transportation Options
Own car
Family car
Car pool
Elks
Walk
Taxi
Public transportation; County transportation

Skills for Succoss in Desired School and
Post-School Options

Get along with students
Get along with adults
Exert self control
Be re %ibis

initiate 1lvtties, routines
Adjust to change (routines, activities, people)
Use classroom success skills (follow directions, participate
in groups, VIOli( alone, use study skills)
Learn new skills.
Relate needs
Problem solve (consider alternative solutions)
Make decisions
Represent self in meetings and for obtaining accommoda-
tions
Travel to desired school and community locations

Notes regarding discussion or consensus about community/leisure options and transportation options:

Notes regarding discussion or consensus about skills for success:

Parent Options for Information or Assistance
Understanding legal rights
Stating child's strengths and needs
Stating oasis for my child
Finding out about school and post-school progrem op-
tions
Talking to experienced parents about program options
Visiting program options
Prepaling my child for new programs

Communicating positively with new adults who will be
involved with my child
Arranging for non-classroom community activities
Arranging transportation
Finding out about costs of programs and sources of
financial assistance
Obtaining or coordinating needed services for my child
or our family

Notes regarding discussion or consensus:

SCI Long-Term Planning Worksheet Grades 6-12
Figure 2.5 page 2 of 2
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A COMPIVIEENSIVE OUTCOMES-BASED MODEL FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION

Child's Name:
Date:

LONG-TERM PLANNING WORKSHEET
tor Desired autoomes

Members of the educational team (parents, student, and any involved school, AEA, and community agency personnel)

will be meeting to develop goals and services that are important to be included in 's educational program

over the next few years. Please identify areas listed below that you think are important options or skills for . At

the IEP ,cnference we will discuss these areas, jointly identify desired program options and skills, and develop the IEP to

suppor, our decisions regarding 's educational program.

Please review before the IEP meeting in order to be prepared to enter into this discussion.

Bang
Regular Education

Language Arts
Mathematics
Sodal Studies
Science
Physical Education
Foreign Language
Home Economics
Industrial Technology
Business Education
Driver's Education
Electives

At Risk Program

Special Education

Support Services
AEA
Private

Notes regarding discussion or consensus:

Program Options

Pastatoal
Employment

Full-time with Support
Part-time with Support
Rehabilitation Facility
At HomeOther.

Education
Community klult Classes
Other Type of School
No Additional Education

Living Anangements
Parent's or Relative's Home
Own Apartment/Home

, Dormitory
Supervised Apartment
Group Home
Other

Intervention or services (time-limited or ongoing) needed for successful transition to the next In school and post-school set-

tings:

111111111111111
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Community Options / Leisure

Home
Gook/bake
Play games (cards, checkers, pool, etc.)
Exercise
Listen to music, play an instrument, sing
Do maintenance work (house, garden, yard, car)
Read
Relax/sleep
Pursue hobbies
Care for pet
Spend time with family
Watch TV
Other

Community
Participate in clubs, church groups
Go dancing
Eat out
Go shopping
Go to movies
Go camPing
Use recreation facilities
Participate in indMdual, dual, or team sports
Jog, power walk
Attend recreation classes
Socialize with friends/dates
Watch sporting events
Other

Transportation Options
Own car
Family car
Car pool
Bike
Walk
Taxi
Public transportation; County transportation

Skille for Success In Desired School and
Post-School Options

Get along with students
Get along with adults
Exert self control
Be responsible
Initiate activities, routines
Adjust to change (routines, activities, people)
Use classroom success skills (follow directions, partki-
pate in groups, work alone)
Learn new skills.
Relate needs
Problem solve (considers alternative solutions)
Make decisions
Represent self in meetings and for obtaining accommo-
dations
Travel to desired school and community locations

Notes regarding discussion or consensus about community/leisure options and transportation options:

Notes regarding discussion or consensus about skills for success:

Parent Options for Information or Assistance
Understanding legal rights
Stating child's strengths and needs
Stating goals for my child
Finding out about school and post-school program
options
Talking to experienced parents atbut program options
Visiting program options
Preparing my child for new programs

Notes regarding discussion or consensus:

Communicating positively with new adults who will be
involved with my child
Manging for non-dassroom community activities
Arranging transportation
Finding out about costs of programs and sources of
finansial assistance
Obtaining or coordinating needed services for my child
or our family

SSC Long-Term Planning Worksheet Grades 842
Figure 2.6 pogo 2012
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ESTABLISHING

A

TRANSITION

ADVISORY

COMMITTEE

Each community may have a slightly different set of community service
providers and services for students with disabilities. However, the following factors
have been idenufied as being helpful in the development ofany interagency advisory
committee. The following information is adapted and expanded from Struck (1987)
and Miller, LaFollette, and Green (1989):

During the initial development of a committee invite all community andarra organizations
whose participation and cooperation will be needed to improve the transition forstudents
with disabilities. If possible enlist the involvement of each organization's decision maker.
Having the decision maker of an organization which is involved can facilitate the most rapid
organizational change.

Keep the size of the group small enough so that ownership can be developed and all
members can become active participants. Since membership of the Transition Advisory
Committee might include a wide variety of individuals not every member will see the same
problem as most important. Not every member will agree on the nature or cause of specific
concerns. One must remember that all decisions result from a consensus building process
and each TAC member's input is valued and respected.

The TAC is a dynamic committee. Key players in a Transition Advisory Committee
represents a continuum of services needed by students with disabilities. Other service
providers or interested parties could be added to the TACat any time. The make-up of the
committee depends on the issues the TAC wishes to address.

Time is allocated for pre-planning for each committee meeting. Meetings must be fast
paced, purposeful, and to the point. Facilitation is most often the role of the Transition
Specialist.

Goals of the committee should be developed and related activities identified to create
accountability and maintain the focus of the group.

The following pages provide a description of key players in a transition
advisory committee and the members of the Area 10 Transition Advisory Committee.

2 o
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KEY PLAYERS

IN

TRANSITION ADVISORY COMMITTEE

MEMBERSHIP

Division of Vocational Rehabilitation Services (DVRS)

Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA)

Department of Employment Services (Job Service of Iowa)

Department of Human Services (DHS)

Residential Service Providers

Rehabilitation Facilities (e.g. Sheltered Workshops,
Work Activity Centers)

Job Advocacy Training Programs

Subsidized Employment Training Programs

Parents

Students

Merged Area Community College

University

Special Educators

Special Education Support Staff

Education Administrators

Employers

Medical Professionals
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AREA 10

TRANSITION ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Molly Abraham, teacher
714 Brookside Drive
iowa City, IA 52245

John Hughes
Voc. Rehab.
224 4th Ave. SE
Cedar Rapids,IA 52401

Lucy Choisser
GWAEA
Transition Specialist

Delbert Crews
Dept. of Human Serv.
P.O. Box 391
Tipton, IA 52772

Joseph Fleming
Dept. of Human Serv.
221 4th Ave. SE
Cedar P.apids,IA 52401

Al Flieder
GWAEA
Supervisor, Social Work

Tom Flynn
University of Iowa
Hosp. School, Rm. 251
Iowa City, IA 52241

Don Menke
Job Service of Iowa
800 7th St. SE
Cedar Rapids,IA 52403

Kay Graber
GWAEA
Public Relations

Kathy Green
Rural Emp. Alter.
Box 24
Conroy, IA 52220

Cindy Hanken
HAVE, Inc.
Box 129
Monticello, IA 52310

122

Chuck Hinz
Skill Center
Kirkwood Comm. Coll. (3-2)

Roger Hoffman
Dev. Disabilities
Univ. Hosp. School
Iowa City, IA 52242

Dave Jacoby
JTPA
Box 2689
Iowa City, IA 52244

Jeff Johnson
HACAP
PO box 789
Cedar Rapids,IA 52406

Paul Kiburz
GWAEA
Transition Specialist

Juoy King, parent
8500 Morris Hill Road
Toddvik, IA 52341

Julie Egli
Johnson County ARC
1020 William St.
Iowa City, IA 52240

David Leshtz
Div. of Dev. Disabil.
Univ. Hosp.Schuol
Iowa City, IA 52242

John Morris
Discovery Li% '1, )

PO Box 2329
Cedar Rapids,IA 52406

John Nietupski
Univ. of Iowa
Hosp. School, Rm. 251
Iowa City,IA 52242

Pat Otero, teacher
Prairie H.S.
College Comm. 1-2

or

continued next page
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Area 10 Transition Advisory Committee continued

Nancy Overstreet
Nelson Center
1020 William St.
Iowa City, IA 52240

Carol O'Brien
Goodwill Industries
2901 Melrose Ave.
Iowa City, IA 52246

Geri Pettitt
GWAEA
Parent Educator Partnership

Roz Pillard, teacher
Anamosa HS
Anamosa Comm (6-1).

Nancy Regenitter, teacher
Tipton HS
Tipton Comm (1-2)

Chris Rafferty Schut
Goodwill Industries
1441 Blairs Ferry NE
Cedar Rapids,IA 52402

Lynn Severson
Dept of Human Serv.
911 N. Governor
Iowa City, IA 52240

Susan Simon
324 Benton Hall
Kirkwood Comm Coll

Pat Steele
Options of Linn Co.
1019 7th St. SE
Cedar Rapids,IA 52403

Mike Townsend
Goodwill Industries
1410 1st Ave.
Iowa City, IA 52240

Orville Townsend
Voc. Rehab.
20 E. Market St.
Iowa City, IA 52240

Paula Vincent
GWAEA
Director, Division of Spec. Ed.

123
V

Valerie Vogeler, parent
RR 2, Box 71
Vinton, IA 52349

Maria Walker
Washington Dev. Ctr.
P.O.Box 61
Washington,IA 52353

Denny Walsh
ESC
Cedar Rapids (4-2)

Mechelle Dhondt
Serv/People with Dis.
305 2nd Ave. SE
Cedar Rapids,IA 52401

Kathy Vigil
United Way -
P.O. Box 878
Cedw Rapids,IA 52406

Kathy Martz
GWAEA
Work Experience Coordinator

Barb Snively
Four Oaks
Bertram Rd. (6-1)

Chris Ness
Options of Linn Co.
1019 7th St. SE
Cedar Rapids,IA 52403

Sandra A. Chappelle
Goodwill of SE Iowa
1441 Biairs Ferry NE
Cedar Rapids,IA 52402

Tom Bullington
Job Service of Iowa
P.O. Box 2390
Iowa City, IA 52240

Jeannette Harrison
5378 Hospital School
University of Iowa
Iowa City, IA 52242

Linda Bigley
Linn Co. Ext. Serv.
655 12th St.
Marion, IA 52302
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Grade levels for SCC students who are In school to age 21:

Age 15 -16 . 9th Age 17-18 .10th Age 19 - 20 .11th Age 20 - 21 .12th

DEGREE OF TRANSITION PLANNING

(30) 12. Grade long term outcomes/future planning related to future success is considered in reevaluation (review all

reevaluations):

0 (1) not considered In reevaluation(s) 0 (5) 9th grade

0 (2) befoie 7th grade C1 (6) 10th grade

0 (3) 7th grade ID (7) 11th grade

13 (4) 8th grade 0 (8) 12th grade

(31) 13. Grade transition planning goal included in IEP (review all IEPs):

CI (1) no transition planni61; goal In IEPs 0 (5) 9th grade

CI (2) before 7th grade 0 (6) 10th grade

(3 (3) 7th grade 0 (7) 11th grade

0 (4) 8th grade 0 (8) 12th grade

(32) 14. Number of years transition planning goal in IEP (review those identified in 13):

0 (1) 1 0 (5) 5

0 (2) 2 D (6) 6

0 (3) 3 0 (7) more than 6

0 (4) 4

(33) 15. Transition goal and objectives reviewed and revised annually (review 2nd to last transition planning goal

page) : (1) Yes 13 (2) No

16. IEP present levels considered the following areas (review last two IEPs in file):

(34) 0 Vocational skills, general

(35) CI On the job experience or training

(36) CI Work habits and attitudes .

(37) 0 Targeted employment outcomes

(38) ID Vocational related to an occupational area

(39) 0 Vocational related to referral to agency, no occupational areafjob/outcome mentioned (VII, DHS, etc.)

(40) 0 Vocational related to direct service/training agency

(41) CI Living arrangements

(42) 0 Daily living skills

(43) ID Leisure

(44) 0 Transportation

126
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(45) 0 Academic skills

(46) 0 Study skills

(47) 0 Financial planning/support/money management

(48) 0 Social competency/social skills/social acceptance

(49) 0 Acceptable behavior/self control

(50) 0 Self advocacy, being responsible, adjusting to change

(51) 0 Integration/participation in regular education

(52) 0 Integration/participation in community

(53) 0 Guardianship

(54) 0 Health

17. IEP objectives considered the following areas (review last two IEPs in file):

(55) U Vocational skills, general

(56) 0 On the job experience or training

(57) 0 Work habits and attitudes

(58) 0 Targeted employment outcomes

(59) 0 Vocational related to an occupational area

(60) 0 Vocational related to referral to agency, no occupational job/outcome mentioned (VR, DHS, etc.)

(61) 0 Vocational related to direct service/training agency

(62) 0 Living wrangements

(63) 0 Daily living skills

(64) 0 Leisure

(65) 0 Transportation

(66) 0 Academic skills

(67) 0 Study skills

(68) 0 Financial planning/support/money management

(69) GI Social competency/social skills/social acceptance

(70) kreptable behavior/self control

(71) CI Self advocacy, being responsible, adjusting to change

(72) CI Integration/participation in regular education

(73) 0 Integration/participation in community

(74) 0 Guardianship

(75) 0 Health
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(76)

18. School members who participated in the last two lEi3 conferences included:

U Parent(s)/family member

(77) 0 Student

(78) 0 Teacher

(79) 0 Adaptive P.E Consultant

(80) U Audiologist

(01) U Itinerant Vision Teacher

(02) U Itinerant Hearing Teacher

(03) U Occupational Therapist

(04) U Physical Therapist

(05) 0 School Psychologist

(06) 0 School Social Worker

(07) U Special Education Consultant

(08) U Spec :A/Language Pathologist

(09) U Work Experience Coordinator

19. Community members who participated in the last two IEP conferences included personnel from:

(10) U Advocacy group (ARC, ACLD, etc.)

(11) 0 Department for the Blind

(12) U Community college

(13) U Corrections

(14) U DHS

(15) D Job Service

(16) 0 Employer (present or future)

(17) U JTPA

(18) 0 Rehabilitation facility

(19) U Residential facility

(20) U Universitys

(21) U Voc Rehab

(22) D None
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STUDENT INFORMATION: FOLLOW ALONG

Name: Phone:

Address:

(01-12) 1. Subject ID.:

(13) 2. Student status

0 (1) dropout C3 (2) graduate/completer

(14) 3. County of residence:

0 (1) Linn 0 (5) lowa

0 (2) Johnson 0 (6) Benton

0 (3) Washington 0 (7) Jones

0 (4) Cedar

(15) 4. High school community size:

O (1) Rural (less than 2500 inhabitants) 0 (2) Urban
(16-17) 5. Subject's age at time leaves and/or completes school:

(18) 6. Gender:

O (1) male 0 (2) female
(19-21) 7. Intelligence test information (use most recent score): Full Scale or Overall 10:

(22-24) 8. Reading grade equivalent score: Instrument:

Date Administered:

(25-27) 9. Math grade equivalent score: Instrument:

Date Administered: _1_4_
(28) 10. Subject's primary disability at school exit?

(29)

O (1) BD

O (2) HI

CI (3) LD

O (4) MD

0 (5) MDT

O (6) PI

O (7) SFr

0 (8) VI
11. Program model subject last enrolled in:

O (1) Supplemental Assistance (includes regular education with support)

O (2) Resource Teaching Program

0 (3) Special Class With Integration-multicat.

O (4) Self-Contained Special Class W L I-BD

(5) Self-Contained Spr. 41 Class W LI-MDT

O (6) Self-Contained Special Class W L I-MDE

O (7) Self-Contained Special Class-SPH
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30) Earliest grade that desired outcomes related to future success are considered in staffing or re-evaluation

(review all staffings and re-evaluations):

(1) Early Childhood
(2) Elementary (K-5)
(3) Mid04. School (6-8)
(4) High 5:c1r11 (9-12)

1...40,*se.w4.e.......

DESIRED OUTCOMES AT GRADUATION

(31) Employment:

(1) Full-time
(2) Full-time with support
(3) Part-time
(4) Part-time with suppol
(5) Military
(6) At home
(7) Rehabilitation Facility

(32) Education:
(1) Four-year college
(2) Two-year college
(3) Tech./Trade school
(4) Community adult classes

(33) Living Arrangements:

(1) Parents or relatives home
(2) Own apartment/home
(3) Dormitory
(4) Supervised apartment
(5) Group home

CONSENT FOR RELEASE OF INFORMATION: FOLLOW ALONG CONTACTS

The Privacy Act of 1974 prohibits the release of personal information without the express permission of the person involved.

and/oi.

at the age of years, months on 19

(Individual in Transition) (month/day)

hereby authorize that the information contained on
(IndMdual in Transition)

this form be made available to members of the Area 10 Transition Advisory Committee. The information will be used to as-

sist in providing follow along contacts with you at 6 months and 1 year after graduation.

Pemlission may be withdrawn at any time by sending written nee° to: Transition Advisory Committee, GrantWood AEA, 4401 Sixth

Street SW, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52405. Thls release automatically explres 12 months trom signature date.
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INTERVIEWER HANDBOOK

AEA 10

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITY

aSpecial Education Division
4401 Sixth Street SW
Cedar Rapids, IA 524044499

GRANT WOOD A E A
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General Information

This Interviewer Handbook provides a guide for you as you interview subjects for the AEA

10 Follow-up Project. It is critical that you are thoroughly familiar with its contents before

you begin the interview process, and that you refer to it often to ensure consistent and accurate

recording of the subject's responses. You, as an interviewer, are critical to the success of the

Follow-up Project.

If, at any time, you have questions about the survey or about how to categorize specific

responses, please contact Paul Kiburz, 399-6861, or Lucy Choisser, 351-2510.

1. Please keep the survey MACE during the subject's interview. Be sure to

read the Interview Introduction (on the following page) to each subject. If
the subject cannot be located or is too severely handicapped to respond accu-

rately to the questions, the subject's parent/guardian may be interviewed.

2. Some interview questions require only one response tobe checked, while

others ask you to check all applicable responses. Please pay careful atten.
tion to the directions for each item (printed on the survey questionnaire).

3. Some items ask that you read the answer selections to the subject, other items

do not. If there are not specific instructions to read the selections, please
don't. Again, please note carefully the instructions printed on the interview

questionnaire.

4. The responses to items are coded (with letters or numbers) on the survey
questionnaire. These codes will be used to input the data into the computer,

you do not have to be concerned with them. Just check the appropriate

response(s).

5. A row of asteriks in the interview questionnaire denotes a topical section

change.
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Interview Introduction

Hello:

My name is . I am helping with a project sponsored by
Grant Wood Area Education Agency and the Transition Advisory Committee.

We are calling students who graduated or were scheduled to graduate in June, 1990,
to gather information on how they are doing since leaving school. The information
is confidential and will be used by schools and community agencies to improve
services that may be useful to students still in schoolor to graduates. This is important
for you to understand because we want you to say exactly what you think. Of course
you may also refuse to answer questions if you decide to.

The questions take about 10 minutes to answer. Do you have time now or is there a
time I can call you to ask the questions?
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Question 1.

Enrolled in Educational/Vocational Program. Following are definitions of items 1 through

8 to assist in determining which item(s) to check. Check all that apply.

(01) NolignailjscationalaoratjanallIsaram_r s. If you check this option, do

pat check any other response.

(02) Adult Education. Instruction designed to meet the unique needs of persons - beyond

the age of compulsory school attendance - who have either completed or interrupted

their formal education and whose primary occupation is other than full-time stu-

dents. This may be provided by a school system, college, or other agency or

institution (including a technical institute or area vocational school) through study,

radio, television, lectures, concerts, demonstrations, and counseling.

(03) Aumniceirogram. A program through which students develop manipulative skills

and technical or theoretical knowledge for competence in skilled occupations

through on-the-job work experiences and related infornmtion in the classroom under

the terms and conditions of apprenticeship, which are regulated by Federal, State,

and local agreements and statutes (e.g. electricians, plumbers).

(04) Community College. A publicly supported school which offers two years of liberal

arts, preprofessional, or other instruction partially fulfilling the requirements for a
baccalaureate degree but which does not confer any baccalaureate degree and which

offers in whole, or in part, the curriculum of a vocational school.

(05) Four Year College/University. A private or public institution that prepares adults for

higher education degrees in the professions.

(06) Self Explanatory.

(07) Milimry. Refers to any branch of the armed services.

(08) Yoc_adinintEruram. Any agency/school which trains individuals for a specific

occupation (ALB, American Technology, CAPRI).

Questions 2-3.

Items are Self-Explanatory

Question 4.

Refer to_DefinitWns Contained in_aueEtion 1

Questions 5-6.

Jtems are5elf-Explanatory

Question 7.

Employment Status. Check only one of the sections (employed, unemployed, or otherwise
engaged). Under the section checked please mark the area of employment or the reason for

unemployment, etc.

1 3 ;3
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Question 8.

Where are you Working? If the work-site is in a town/city, indicate name of town/city. If it is on a
farm or in a secluded place, list the inailing address of the place. For part "b," try to get the title of the
job. If you can't, describe it as best you can based on subject's input.

If the subject is working part-time in one location and part-time in the other, only record the location in
which he/she spends the largest percentage of his/her hours of employment.

If subject has more than one job, list the job in which he/she spends the largest percentage of time em-
ployed.

Questions 9-13.

tems are Self-Explanatory.

Question 14.

Increase in Wages. Check "yes" or "no" but first make sure subject understands what increase means.
Use as example "a raise," "more money," etc.

Question 15.

Who Helped You Get Job? Do not read this list to the subject. Read the question and check all agen-
cies the subject states.

Questions 16-18.

Items are Self-Explanatory.

Questions 19-23.

Items are Self-Explanatory.

END OF INTERVIEW

* Tell the p,i son that the interview is over and ask if they have any questions. Thank them for their
willirgness to participate.

Questions 24 and 25

Fill out after completing the student interview. Questions are fairly self-explanatory and any com-
ments the interviewer can provide will be helpful.

* Please complete the Interviewer name, agency, phone, and questions 1, 2, and 3 on the Interviewer
Summary section of the Interview Cover Sheet.

PK/o:10/90
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Student's Name:

Address:

Parent's Name:

Address:

Interviewer Name:

Agency Name;

Completeness of Survey:

FOLLOW-UP OF SPECIAL EDUCATION GRADUATES

AREA 10
INTERVIEW COVER SHEET

Phone:

Phone:

Phone:

0 School Record Information U Interview Information 0 No Information

Interviewer Summary:

1. Record of attempts to contact: (Record every attempt to contact)

1.

2.

3.

4.

Dale &Ault

2. If unable to obtain Interview, please Indicate why (Check only the most Important reason):

U Subject refused to participate in interview U Deceased

U Moved, unable to locate U In the military

CI In jail, institutionalized la Other; record reason

3. Interview was conducted with: (May check more than one)

U Student U Parent/guardian

Subject I.D.:

136
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INTERVIEW

Subject I.D.:

1. Are you enrolled in any educational/vocational program? (Check all that apply).

(01) No (If no, go to question 4)

(02) 0 Adult education

(03) 0 Apprenticeship program

(04) 0 Community college

(05) 0 Four year college/university

(06) G.E.D.

(07) 0 Military

(08) 0 Vocational training program (school other than community college, company)

(09) 2. How long have you been in the program? (Check only one)

0 (1) Less than 6 months 0 (3) 1 to 2 years

0 (2) 6 months to 1 year 0 (4) 2 to 3 years or more

(10-11) 3. What are you studying to be (specific job)?

(Go to question 7 for students who are enrolled In a program) 00000000 ROW ROW
0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 00 00 0 0 0 0 0 0

4. (If not currently enrolled in a program), have you been enrolled in any 6:ideation/vocational program since

high school? (Check all that apply).

(12) 0 No (If no, go to question 7)

(13) 0 Adult education

(14) 0 Apprenticeship program

(15) 0 Community college

(16) 0 Four year college/university

(17) G.E.D.

(18) 0 Military

(n) 0 Vocational training program (school other than community college, company)

(20) 5. How long were you in the program? (Check only one)

0 (1) Less than 6 months 0 (3) 1 to 2 years

0 (2) 6 months to 1 year 0 (4) 2 to 3 years or more

(21-22) 6. (If was enrolled in a program), what were you studying to be (specific job)?

00 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 000 0 0 00 WNW MAO
0

136
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(23-24) 7. Are you working now? (Check pdmary Involvement; If not working, go to question 16 after checking

employment status).

Employed:

O (01) In the community (unsubsidized job)

0 (02) in the military

13 (03) in the community in a subsidized job (JTPA, Voc. Rehab.)

O (04) in the community full time with a job coach

0 (05) in a sheltered workshop with some time in the community

13 (06) in a sheltered workshop or work activity center full time

Unemployed because:

a (07) In mental health center program 1=1 (11) laid off

O (08) disabled and receMng SSI 0 (12) quit my last job

O (09) unable to find job ID (13) other

13 (10) fired

Otherwise engaged because:

0 (14) homemaker ID (15) full-time student (post secondary) 0 (16) in job training

(25-26) 8. Where are you working? (Includes sheltered workshop or work activity center)

( ) Business or industry's name

City/Town Job Title:

Duties/Tasks:

(27) 9. How long have you been employed at your presentjob? (Check only one)

0 (2) 6 months to 1 year

0 (4) 2 to 3 years or more

13 (1) Less than 6 months

0 (3) 1 to 2 years

(28) 10. How many hours a week do you work? (Check only one):

ID (1) 37.5 hours per week or more 0 (5) Less than 10 hours per week

0 (2) 30-37.5 hours per week 0 (6) Seasonal

0 (3) 21.5-29 hours per week 0 (7) Other

0 (4) 10-21 hours per week 0 (8) Don't know

(29-32) 11. How much do you earn per hour?

(33-37) 12. How much do you usually earn per week?

1,17
1111111111-1
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13. What benefits do you have at your job? (Read list; check all that apply)

(38) 0 Sick leave

(39) 0 Vacation

(40) Cl Life insurance

(41) 0 Dental insurance

(42) 0 Health/accident insurance

(43) 0 Profit sharing

(44) C:1 Free meals

(45) Cl Other

(46) Cl Don't know

(47) (3 None

(48) 14, Have you received an increase in wages or job duties since you were hired at your present job?

(Check only one) Cl (1) Yes Cl (2) No

(49-50) 15. Who (primary person/agency) helped you get this job? (Check only one)

Cl (01) Obtained job by myself

0 (02) Parents/relatives

Cl (03) Newspaper

0 (05) Work Experience Coordinator from high school

Cl (06) Teacher from high school

Cl (07) Other personnel from high school

Cl (07) Job Service

ca (08) Job Training Partnership Act agencies (JTPA)

0 (09) Voc Rehab

Cl (10) Sheltered workshop/work activity center

Cl (11) DHS

Cl (12) Staff at community college

0 (13) Iowa Youth Corp

0 (14) Other

00000000000000000000000000000000000 'ARO falai

138,

000000000000000000000000000000000
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16. Since graduation from high school, have you ever used any oi the following resources or talked with any of

the following about job information or Assistance? (Read list; check all that apply).

(51) 0 Parents/relatives

(52) 0 Newspaper

(53) ci Friend

(54) El Work Experience Coordinator from high school

(55) 0 Teacher from high school

(56) 0 Other personnel from high school

(57) I3 Job Service

(58) la Job Training Partnership Act agencies (JTPA)

(59) 0 Voc Rehab

(60) CI DHS

(61) 0 Sheltered workshop/work activity center

(62) 13 Staff at community college

(63) 0 Iowa Youth Corp

(64) CI No, not used any

17. Do you receive any financial assistance from? (Read list; check all that apply)

(65) 0 Parent(s)

(66) 3 Relative(s) (other than parents)

(67) 0 DHS (ADC, food stamps, etc.)

(68) la Insurance

(69) (3 Supplemental Security Income (SSI)

(70) El Unemployment insurance (SSDI)

(71) ID Voc. Rehab.

(72) 0 Other

(73) 0 I don't receive financial assistance

(74) 18. What part r.4 your expenses do you pay? (May read list below; check only one)

0 (1) All

Cl (2) More than 1/2

(75) 19. Are you: (May read list; check only one)

0 (1) Slngle, never married

CI (2) Married

13 (3) Divorced

140

0 (3) Less than or equal to 1/2

0 (4) None

ta (4) Separated

ID (5) Widowed

0 (6) Other

1 3 ;4
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(76) 20. Where and with whom are you currently living? (Check only one)

O (1) With parents or a relative

O (2) With spouse's parent(s) or relatives

O (3) In a rented apartment/home

(independently)

ID (4) Buying own home (independently)

O (5) With a friend at their place

O (6) In a supervised apartment

O (7) In a group home

O (8) In a residential facility/institution

O (9) Other

(77-78) 21. How do you most commonly get around in the community? (Check only one)

O (01) Bike IJ (07) Public transportation (city bus)

O (02) Car pool C3 (08) Sheltered workshop bus/Special services bus

O (03) Drive my own car 0 (09) Subsidized Taxi

O (04) Friend 0 (10) Taxi

O (05) Hitch hike 0 (11) Walk

O (06) Parent/guardian/family member

22. What do you enjoy doing in your free time? (Do not read categories to subject; check all that apply)

(79) 0 Clubs, church groups

(80) 0 Cook/bake

(01) 0 Dancing

(02) 0 Drive around

(03) 0 Eat out

(04) 0 Games (cards, checkers, pool)

(05) 0 Go shopping

(06) 0 Go to bars

(07) 0 Listen to music, play an instrument, sing

(08) 0 Maintenance work (house, garden, yard, car, etc.)

(09) 0 Movies

(10) 0 Participate in athletic activities

(11) 0 Reading

(12) 0 Relax/sleep

(13) 0 Socialize with friends/dating

(14) 0 Spend time with family

(15) 0 Watch TV

(16) 1:3 Watch sporting events

(17) 0 Other

(18) (1) 0 Total 0 (2) 0 Total 1 (3) CI Total 2-3

(4) 0 Total 4-5 (5) 0 Total 5 or more
continued next page
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23. Is there anything you need right now in terms of work, where you live, ways to spend your free time, getting

around? (Do ma read list; check areas where a need was expressed).

(19) 0 Vocational skills, general

(20) ID On the job experience or training

(21) ID Work habits and attitudes

(22) 0 Obtaining a job

(23) ID Keeping a job

(24) 0 Getting a better or different job

(25) 0 Living arrangements

(26) 0 Daily living skills

(27) 0 Leisure

(28) 0 Transportation

(29) 0 Academic skills

(30) 0 Study skills

(31) 0 Financial planning/support/money management

(32) 0 Social competency/social skills/social acceptance

(33) 0 Acceptable behavior/self control

(34) 0 Self advocacy, being responsible, adjusting to change

(35) 0 Integration/participation in post-secondary education

(36) 0 Integration/participation in community

(37) 0 Guardianship

(38) CI Health

Interviewer comments:

End of interview:

Interviewer fill out remaining section.

0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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24. Was a referral made or any information or suggestions given to the individual at the time of the interview in

the following areas? (Check all that apply)

(39) 0 Vocational skills, general

(40) 0 On the job experience or training

(41) 0 Work habits and attitudes

(42) 0 Obtaining a job

(43) C:1 Keeping a job

(44) 0 Getting a better or different job

(45) 0 Living arrangements

(46) 0 Daily living skills

(47) 0 Leisure

(48) 0 Transportation

(49) 0 Academic skills

(50) 0 Study skills

(51) 0 Financial planning/support/money management

(52) 0 Social competency/social skills/social acceptance

(53) 0 Acceptable behavior/self control

(54) 0 Self advocacy, being responsible, adjusting to change

(55) 0 Integration/participation in post-secondary education

(56) 0 Integration/participation in community

(57) 0 Guardianship

(58) 0 Health

Interviewer comments (Provide specific information if referral(s) made):

25. Was information or referral in any of the following areas expressedas needed by the individual but ngl avail-

able (so no assistance or information could be given). (Check all that apply)

(59) CI Vocational skills, general

(60) 0 On the job experience or training

(61) 0 Work habits and attitudes

(62) 0 Obtaining a job

(63) 0 Keeping a job 142
continued next page
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(64)

(65)

(66)

(67)

(68)

(69)

(70)

(71)

(72)

(73)

(74)

(78)

(76)

(77)

(78)

0 Getting a better or different job

0 Living arrangements

0 Daily living skills

0 Leisure

0 Transportation

0 Academic skills

0 Study skills

0 Financial planning/support/money management

Social competency/social skills/social acceptance

0 Acceptable behavior/self control

0 Self advocacy, being responsible, adjusting to change

a Integration/participation in post-secondary education

0 Integration/participation in community

CI Guardianship

0 Health

Interviewer comments:

00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 MAW MOO 000000000000000000000000000000000

Other positive or need comments from individual interviewed that you think pertinent for Transition Advisory Committee or

school personnel to be aware of:
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